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OiAPTSl 2
THE mCBLEM AND DEFINITIFS OF TERMS USED
X, THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. It wa* the purpose of 
this study to cosipile into a single work the rulings of the 
Montana State Board of Education In such a s&anner that they 
would be easily accessible to all interested persons without 
necessitating such persons* having to go through the original 
minutes of the board of education to find the board's rulings 
on matters under Its jurisdiction.
In some instances it was found that the board made 
rulings which conflicted with previous ones# and in other 
cases it was found that duplicate rulings were made. This 
was not the fault of the board# since there was no way of 
determining what rulings previous boards had made unless a 
complete search of the aiinutes was made each time a decision 
was made by the board. This study was an atten^t to correct 
such conflicts and duplications and to make recommendations 
5 0 that similar errors would not be made in the future.
Iinportance of the study. Since the board of educa­
tion had jurisdiction over all matters of education and ad­
ministration concerning the schools, university system and 
the eleemosynary institutions of the state as provided by
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th« law» of the state,^ It was necessary to set up a system 
of classification and codification of the rulings made by 
the board in order to provide a basic policy which could be 
referred to by the board, institutional and school adminis­
trators, staff nwmbers and interested lay persons. This 
study will eliminate many unnecessary calls to the state 
board of education as reference to the code of rulings will 
show the ruling on the matter In question. Of course, if 
there is no opinion to cover the matter that has arisen, 
then the board will have to be consulted. In like manner, 
the board will not have to deliberate on matters already 
settled by previous discussion, but merely refer to the code 
and, unless they should decide that a revision is in order, 
refer the question to the same source. This will not only 
expedite matters, but will also establish a more consistent 
policy for the institutions of the state.
Research procedure. The first step in this study 
was to find out what constituted a ^ruling* of the Board of 
Education. This was accomplished with the aid of the State 
Superintendent of Fid>lic instruction, who is Secretary 
and an ex-officio member of the Board of Education. The 
Superintendent explained that a ruling of the State Board 
was an action, moved, seconded and carried by a majority of 
the board members, that stated a definite policy to be fol­
lowed by persons or institutions under its authority. I^ere
^See Appendix B, p. 192 ff.
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there was no general policy regarding a board function, cer-» 
tain specific orders by the board, some of which duplicated 
state laws, were included.
With this in mind the next task was to extract all 
xulings from the board minutes during the designated period. 
Following completion of this task the rulings were first 
segregated according to major headings such as University, 
Public Schools or one of the other headings, and then fur­
ther broken down under these major headings according to 
specific areas such as academic, financial or staff.
Upon completion of this breakdown specific rulings 
were arranged according to date of approval and checked to 
see idiich rulings had been amended, revised or rescinded.
In such cases, the historical note indicates the date of the 
most recent action, thus bringing the study to its next to 
final step, that of codification^ After the codification 
was completed, the remaining step was to make recommendations 
which the writer thought would be of help to the Montana 
State Board of Education in reviewing the rulings.
As an added precaution the writer consulted with the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction and with the Executive 
Secretary of the University of Montana to insure that none 
of the rulings in the code was in error.
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS l^ED
poard or board education. These terms were used 
in referring to the Montana State Board of Education.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Mnutes. The term "minutes" was used to refer to 
the minutes of the regular or special meetings of the Mon­
tana State Board of Education. The original set of minutes 
is located in the office of the State Superintendent of Pub* 
lie Instruction, State Capitol, Helena, Montana.
University. This term was used to include the Uni­
versity of Montana, which is broken down into six sub- 
divisionss
Montana State University, Missoula
Montana State College, Bozeman
Montana School of Mines, Butte
Western Montana College of Education, Dillon
Eastern Montana College of Education, Billings
Northern Montana College, Havre
Public Schools. The term «public schools* was used 
to refer to both elementary and secondary schools, as most 
of the rulings affected both divisions.
Custodial institutions. This term was used to 
cover the eleeBK>synary institutions, which are as follows: 
Boys Industrial School, Miles City 
Girls Vocational School, Helena 
Montana State Training School, Boulder 
State Orphans Home, Twin Bridges 
State School for Deaf and Blind, Great Falls 
Board policy. «Board policy« referred to rulings 
made by the board concerning their own procedure, such as 
which members have authority to sign contracts and what
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
should be the order of business,
yojsationaX Education, * Vocational education* was 
used to represent the section of the Department of Public 
Instruction of the same name# However» the rulings will 
not be extensive as this section puts out a manual contain* 
ing all of Its rulings and procedures» which is approved by 
the board of education and eliminates the necessity of all 
but a few individual rulings#
Vocational Rehabilitation. There were few rulings 
in this section for the same reason mentioned under Vocation­
al Education*
XII# CRQANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THIS STUOT
The remainder of this study was broken down into 
three chapters» chapter two containing methods used by 
other boards of education» not necessarily on the state 
level, Oiapter three shows the method used to codify the 
rulings and explains the working of the system used. Re* 
commendations for the type of publication to be used and a 
distribution list were placed in chapter four» as well as . 
recommendations for making future rulings and the is^or* 
tance of checking previous rulings before putting new ones 
into effect# The actual rulings and a table of contents 
were placed in Appendix A#
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE CM RULINGS OF OTHER BOARDS OF EDUCATim
lAjch has been written concerning the duty of boards 
of education in con^iling a set of rulings and placing It at 
the disposal of the persons is^aediately concerned and aiso 
the public. However^ nothing has been written explaining 
the code system used in presenting these rulings in pub­
lished form.
The most complete explanation found was the de scrip"* 
tion of the Long Beach* California* Administrative Code* 
which stated that the rules and regulations put into effect 
by board action were set up in a regular administrative code 
with a breakdown according to subject.^ The first section 
of the code pertained to general rules and regulations con­
cerning the public and its relation to the schools.  ̂The em­
ployment* control and dismissal of all non-certificated 
eiqployees was the main topic of the second section. Sub­
sections under the latter were concerned with citizenship of 
en^loyees* general conduct* their legal residence within the 
district* residence previous to en^loyment* personal and 
professional service records* leaves of absence and others.
^•Long Beach School Administrative Code*» American'LSchool Board Journal. Vol. 99:58* October* 1939.
—6—
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Special sections of the code relate to the length 
of the school year, special uses of buildings and grounds, 
and transportation of pupils. In addition to the special 
sections there are separate articles outlining powers and 
duties of principals, teachers, pupils and caretakers. The 
regulations concerning pupils define duties of children in 
respect to attendance, absence, conduct and discipline,
A. V. Ackhurst recommends a system Wiereby it is 
possible for the board to find the rulings, but does not 
mention making the rulings available to the public.^ His 
system merely advocates the keeping of a running index sys* 
tern so that the decision can be located by subject matter 
and then be referred to the minutes for the actual ruling. 
He does, however, recommend that all In^rtant rulings be 
kept in a looseleaf«type notebook in alphabetical order so 
that they will be easily accessible to the board and easy 
to find when the board desires to amend or repeal them.
The Executive Secretary of the tMiversity of Mon­
tana keeps such an index on all matters pertaining to the 
units of the Ikiiversity, but this is mainly for the benefit 
of the university administrative staffs and is not neces* 
saxily available to students or faculty, Hone of the other 
institutions under the board has such a system.
Another article concerning the school board and the
^A. V. Ackhurst, "The Writing of School Board and 
Coiwaittee Minutes and Procedures," American School Board Journal. Vol. 93:42-44, August, 1947*
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publishing of its policies s»s written by E, Godwin of 
Hutchinson, Kansss, and contained some excellent policies 
and a good synopsis of what was in the book of rulings as 
set up by the school board of that city,^
Godwin felt that it was necessary to publish the 
policies of the board because vdien they were left in the 
minutes with no reference, the policy became a loose under­
standing with many interpretations. He also felt that the 
printed policy was an excellent guide for the board and par­
ticularly for new members, because it was merely necessary 
to present to such new members the booklet containing the 
policies and thus help them to adjust to their new duties.
This is an excellent point, because otherwise the new member 
would be at the mercy of the more Influential members of 
the board.
In addition to helping the new board members, the 
booklet containing the policies was an indispensable guide 
for employees, because it gave them the necessary basic 
framework from which to work.
Some dangers were also cited by Godwin in printing 
the policies of the board. If policies were not very care­
fully considered before being published, they were likely 
to have to be modified under stress during the school year.
In addition to this there is the possibility of failure to 
revise the rulings annually, thus allowing rules to become
R. Godwin, *A Board Adopts and Prints Its Poli­
cies,^ ^ r l c a n  School Board Jpurnal. Vol. 116s 22, March, 1943.
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obsolete due to changing times. Another grave mistake like* 
ly to occur is that of adopting policies that seemed to work 
very well in other systems# without realizing that Wiat is 
good for one community is not necessarily good for another* 
As a final warning# Godwin stated that the utmost care must 
be taken to distinguish between board policy and administra- 
tors^ regulations. The basic policies must be separated 
from the regulations.
The booklet printed by the Hutchinson Board of 
Education contains sixteen sections# which are as followss
1. By Laws of the Board of Education2. Methods of Transacting Business
3. Regulations concerning en^loyment of certificatedpersonnel
4. Use of school facilities by non-school organiza­tions5. Methods of handling complaints6. Discipline7. Advertising and Commercialism
8. Week-day Religious Education (released time)9. Mzaission to kindergarten10. Politics11. Printing in the school shop
12. High School Diplomas for Veterans13. Tuition
14. Release of teachers from contracts15. Damage to school property
16. Insured vehicles for students who take school-sponsored trips
Godwin feels that a board can meet situations as 
they occur and not print its policies# but that the result 
will be a very indefinite school program; or the board can 
adopt and print its policy and keep it up to date by con­
stant revision# and thus be a real asset to the educational 
system under its jurisdiction.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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A paa^hlet by the Committee on Tenure of the Nation* 
al Education Association gives an analysis of school board 
rules in forty cities with populations of over 100,000.
I M s  would be an aid in making future rulings in that it 
shows what most large city boards consider as part of school 
policy, thus leaving the remainder of rules and regulations 
to be taken care of by administrators.^
it was not the purpose of this paper to survey what 
other boards have done in regard to the codifying or print* 
ing of their policies, but it was felt that to find out 
what other boards were doing would be a definite asset in 
setting up criteria to follow in codifying the rulings of 
the Montana State Board of Education, and %w)uld also be of 
advantage to the State Board of Education in making future 
rulings.
In addition to reviewing the literature on school 
board rulings, a survey was made of the surrounding states, 
Idaho, Wyoming, Utah and Washington, to find out «^at they 
have done about codifying their board rulings. It was found 
that Idaho^ and Wyoming^ have done nothing along this line.
^Committee on Tenure, National Education Association,
a£ EtilâAî iS SÏ2X £22*ulation. National Education Association, June, 1938, 39 pp.
^State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Idaho, 
to Gerald B. Effing, November 5, 1951.
^Commissioner of Education, Wyoming, to Gerald B. 
Effing, November 6, 1951.
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Utah has an index but said nothing about publishing any 
rulings and Washington*^ in addition to having an index sys* 
tarn* publishes and distributes the rulings to the schools 
and institutions of higher learning of the state iiœnediate- 
ly following the meeting at which the action was taken.
Washington seems to be the only state among those 
surveyed that has an efficient and workable system. Of 
course* there is always the possibility of not finding what 
one is looking for umier an index system unless the person 
searching happens to think along the same lines as the in­
dexer* or unless there is an excellent system of cross- 
reference* with a card listed under all possible headings 
for what is being filed.
^Asst. State Superintendent of Public Instruction* Utah* to Gerald B. Effing* NoveWaer 24* 1951.
^State Superintendent of Public Instruction* Wash­
ington* to Gerald 6. Effing* November 21* 1951.
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CHAPTER III 
SYSTEM OF CODIFICATICW
The system that was used in the codification of the 
rulings of the Montana State Board of Education was similar 
to that used in codifying the state laws* thus eliminating 
the necessity of those using the rulings having to learn a 
new system. This will also help to standardize the state 
system and will tend to provide a basis for future works of 
this type and thereby make the rulings of any department fa­
miliar to anyone with a knowledge of the system used in the 
state code* which was originally taken from the Field Codes 
of New York of 1865.^
The state system was set up on a Title-Chapter- 
Section basis and works in such a manner that the numbers of 
the titles* chapters and sections form a code number which 
identifies the separate section. The title was used to de­
signate the main heading* such as University* Public Schools* 
or Custodial Institutions. The chapter* which comes under 
the title* designates the main topic of the chapter* such as 
Certification* Attendance* or Financial. Ikider the chapter 
headings are the sections* W%lch are used as subdivisions of 
the chapters and in most cases are the actual rulings. An
^SéOisaâ çsà&i si.MsatSOa. 12i2. Vol. l. (The Allan Smith Company* Indianapolis* Indiana* 11949)* pp. i-iv.
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ex#t^# of a coda number la as followss
Title 30 - Public Schools
Chapter 4 - Certification
Section 2 - Elementary Certification
The code number for this was 30-402. The Title number was 
30, the Qiapter number 4 and the Section number 2. The **0” 
was Inserted before the 2 so that Section numbers can run 
up to 99. For this same reason Title numbers were written 
in two digits. This allows for expansion In case the main 
titles are broken down at a future date. Chapter nuoâ^ers 
can also run up to 99, and they would read as follows*
TITLE CHAPTER SECTim ODDE NUmER 
10 25 1 10-2501
10 28 11 10-2811
12 %  99 12-3699
In cases where the section numbers run over 99, or 
if the chapter nundbers run over 99, the following system 
should be used;
12 35 250 12-35-250
12 101 8 12-101-08
In order to allow for further expansion or break­
down of chapters, 101 will be followed by 201 and then 301, 
and so on:
12 101 1 12-101-01
12 201 1 12-201-01-
This will eliminate the necessity of re-codlfylng the «hole 
title whan expansion is In order.
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The Title désignations that were used in this codifia 
cation were as follows:
10 Board Policy
20 University
30 Public Schools
40 Custodial Institutions
50 Vocational Education
60 Vocational Rehabilitation
In order to provide easy access to the ruling de­
sired without actually having to go through the rulings» a 
listing of all the Chapters under a given Title was placed 
at the beginning of each main section directly under the 
Title» and further breakdown was provided by listing all 
of the Sections in a Chapter at the beginning of each Chap­
ter. Of course, a complete Table of Contents has been pro­
vided at the beginning of Appendix A for easier access to 
the desired rulings.
Since this code has been gathered In its entirety 
from the minutes of the Montana State Board of Education, it 
was also necessary to provide some system of reference to 
the original rulings in order to show exactly when the rul­
ings were passed and put into effect. To do this, a system
of historical notes was used at the end of each ruling, show­
ing when the ruling was first enacted and also any subsequent 
amendments or revisions with the dates thereof.
An example of an historical note and its explanation
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
are aa follows:
History: En. Sept. 9, 1941} Amd. April 10, 1943.
Explanation: Enacted by the Board September 9« 1941and amended April 10, 1943.
Such an historical note enables persons using the 
code to check back to the original minutes of the meetings 
to determine the origin of a ruling and to note any discus­
sion that would not be included in the ruling itself.
Any remarks following the History were made by the 
codifier in order to help the revision committee.
Abbreviations used in the historical notes are as
follows:
Amd.
Amds.
C.
En.
Mtg.
- Amended
- Amends
- Code
- Enacted
- Meeting
Re-en*
Rep.
Rev,
Sec,
- Re-enacted
- Repealed
- Revised
- Section
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CHAPTER IV 
CCMXUSIONS 
I; FUTURE RULINGS
It was quite evident In going over the rulings of 
the State Board of Education that there was a definite need 
for a work of this type, as evidenced by repetitious and in* 
coiq>lete rulings that were passed by the Board. The fact 
was also brought out that rulings Wiich appear to be ad* 
ministrators* regulations were passed as rulings by the 
board; The sphere of the board's action should be more 
clearly defined, either by law or in that section of the 
Code pertaining to Board Policy. It seemed that the State 
Board of Education has been handling matters that should be 
taken care of at local levels and by local boards. In some 
cases the board seemed to make rulings already covered by 
law; One example of this is ruling 40*405, Fire Alarm Sys­
tem at Boys Industrial School. It would seem that this mat­
ter is covered in the Revised Ç2ÉSJS Sl 12iZ» laws
69-1801 to 69-1810, and particularly 69-1808 which pertains 
to inspection by the state fire marshal of all public and 
state buildings in regard to Inspection, notice of inadequate 
equipment, compliance and enforcement. Another law that 
covers this area is 75-2301 pertaining to fire drills and 
alarms.
—IB-
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Future board action should contain the ruling in its 
entirety, so that when it is removed from the Minutes of the 
State Board of Education and placed in the code it may be 
understood in itself rather than requiring the interested 
person to go back to the board’s discussion as found in the 
minutes. It was the hope in completing this study that such 
repetitions and incon^lete rulings would not occur again.
An example of repetitious rulings can be found under 
Oistodial Institutions, rulings 40--205 to 40*308, in which, 
in four different rulings, the Board of Examiners was given 
authority to adjust salaries of staff members at the else* 
mosynary institutions. An example of incomplete rulings 
that were noted can be found in Chapter 40*200, where it was 
necessary to use discussion found outside of the rulings in 
order to make up rulings that were understandable.
Another shortcoming was found in the case of an 
amended ruling which would not specify if the remainder of 
the ruling being amended were still in effect or not. An 
instance of this can be found in 20*301, pertaining to Cor* 
respondence and Extension Fees. The rulings of I>ecead>er, 
1925 and of December, 1931 specify the amount of compensa* 
tion to be granted instructors handling correspondence and 
extension courses, but the ruling of April 8, 1946 states 
that the instructors shall receive extra compensation for 
this work, but does not specify an amount.
In other cases a ruling contained a previous ruling 
in its entirety as well as additional matter pertaining to
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the «aine subject* Such rulings should be combined or the 
previous ruling eliminated. In order to avoid repetition.
An example of this can be found by looking at 20*808 and 
20*809» pertaining to Duration and Number of Prize Scholar­
ships.
With a code of this type to use as a guide In making» 
revising» rescinding and an^ndlng rulings In the future» It 
should be possible to eliminate errors» or rather shortcom­
ings, as noted above. Rulings In question to the writer 
have been noted.
II. TYPE OF MANUAL
looseleaf. A looseleaf manual containing the rul­
ings of the Montana State Board of Education would probably 
be the most convenient and economical type to keep up to 
date» since all the board would have to do when It made a 
new ruling would be to mimeograph the ruling and send it to 
all Institutions and offices which have the manuals of the 
rulings. The old ruling or amended ruling could then be 
taken out of the looseleaf manual and the replacement In­
serted. This would eliminate any time lag that would occur 
If persons concerned had to wait for a complete revision of 
the rulings as would be necessary for a bound manual.
Bound. A bound manual would be printed and distrib­
uted» and any amendments could be sent out; but there would 
be no practicable way of Inserting them Into the manual» and 
as a result many would probably become lost or misplaced. A
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manual of this type would also require more frequent re­
vision in order to keep the persons concerned up to date 
on the latest rulings. The looseleaf manual is recommended 
in preference to the bound manual.
Ill* DISTRIBUTION
The distribution should, of course, Include all 
Institutions affected by the rulings. This would include 
the university units# junior colleges, custodial Institutions, 
public schools, vocational schools, the Department of Pub­
lic Instruction, City and County Superintendents and any 
private schools affected by the rulings. It would be aloast 
iaq>o$sible to send a copy to each teacher in the public 
schools or each employee at a state institution. Therefore 
it is recommended that a copy be placed in the libraries 
of the larger schools and institutions. A copy should also 
be kept at each public library in the state for the informa­
tion of interested citizens.
IV. REVISK^S
It is recommended that a committee composed of mem­
bers of the State Board of Education go over the rulings 
for the purpose of revision at a minimum interval of every 
five years. In this way rulings repealed by legislative 
action can be removed, and other rules that have become ob­
solete can be revised or discarded. The latter will keep 
the manual of rulings to a minimum size.
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APPENDIX A
RULINGS OF THE hXMXA^ STATE BOARD OF E DUCATE  
APRIL 1925 - APRIL 1951
TABLE OF CCXITENTS
im g  S ü à E m  SgCTION TOPIC
BOARD POLICY
10 1 OOmiTTEES OF THE BOARD OF EEXXATim
01 Reviewing Committee to Work with Government Agencies In regard to 
Allocation of ?4onles for Construc­tion
2 INSTITUTIC®iAL REPORTS
01 Custodial Institutions' Reports—  How Submitted
3 INTERIM AUTHORITY
01 Authority to Fix Salaries Between 
Meetings
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01 Vocational Rehabilitation Plan Ap­proved
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OiAPTEa 10-100 
OOJSffillTTEES OF THE BO/tflD OF EDUCATION 
Section
10-101 Reviewing Committee to Work with Government Agencies in regard to /Allocation of Monies for Construction
10-101 Reviewing Committee to Work with Government Agencies in regard to Allocation of Monies for Construction
The officers of the Board of Education were dele­
gated to act as a reviewing committee for applications to be 
submitted to the Community Facilities Service of the Federal 
General Services Administration# which agency allocates .̂ 
funds for the preparation of plans and specifications of 
various types of construction# including dormitories.
M W a Z Z :  En. Dec. 14# 1949.
CHAPTei 1 0 -2 0 0  
iN STiTirrica^A L r epo r ts
Section
10-201 Custodial Institutions* Reports - How Submitted
10-201 Custodial Institutions* Reports - How Submitted
It was agreed that at each meeting one custodial re­
presentative would appear in person before the Board. The 
other custodial institutions arould submit written reports to 
the Board and# unless one of them wanted to report something 
in person# action would be taken on the written report. How­
ever* if time on the agenda was desired by one of the insti-
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tirtlons» It was decided that the Institution would write to 
the secretary and request time.
mstorYt En. Eept. 23-24, 1949.
C3iAPTER 10-300 
INTERIM AUTHORITY
Section
10-301 Authority to Fix Salaries between Meetings
10-302 Authority to Execute or Renegotiate Contracts with the Government on behalf of State Board of Education
10-203 Staff ̂ polntments between Board Meetings
10-301 Authority to Fix Salaries between Meetings
It was agreed that the State Board of Examiners be 
es^wered by the State Board of Education to fix temporary 
and emergency salaries in the Interim between meetings of 
the State Board of Education.
History: En. Dec. 20, 1943
10-302 Authority to Execute or Renegotiate Contracts withthe Government on behalf of State Board of Education
The Board decided that If such occasion arises be­
fore a meeting of the State Board of Education, power and 
authority be given to the Governor and the State Board of 
Examiners to execute or renegotiate on behalf of the State 
Board of Education any of the contracts held In any of the 
three institutions carrying on training programs for the 
Army ' or Navy »
 - -- - 1943
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Staff Appointments Between Board Meetings 
The Board voted that in the event of vacancies in 
the Uhlversity staff arising when the Board was not in ses­
sion, appointments to fill such vacancies be made by the 
Chancellor and the President of the unit of the University 
of Montana affected.
Historvt En. July 20, 1931.
CKAPim 10-400 
MEETINGS AND BOARD PROCEI%jRE
g,eS.U.9J3i
10-401 Order of Business for Meetings 
10-402 Meeting to Accredit High Schools
10-401 Order of Business for Meetings
The following order of business was approveds
> ' 1# Roll Call2. Minutes of Preceding Meeting
3. Custodial Reports4» Report of Superintendent of Public In­
struction
5. New Business6. Reports of Beads of Vocational Educational
Departments7. New Business8. Chancellor*s Report for University Uhlts
9. New Business10. Miscellaneous Business11. Adjournment
Hletorvi En. July 14, 1941; Arad. Sept. 23-24, 1949.
0-402 Meeting to Accredit High Schools
It was moved and carried that the Board of Education
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hereafter meet sometime within the first two weeks of each 
March at the call of the Chairman for the special purpose 
of considering accreditation of high schools in the State 
of Montana.
History: En. Aug. 11, 1950.
CHAPTER 10,500 
MINUTES
§eÇiJr2R
10*501 Advance Copies of Minutes to Board Menders
10*501 Advance Copies of Minutes to Board Menohers
It was voted that the Secretary hereafter send a 
copy of the minutes of the preceding meeting of the State 
Board of Education to each member of the Board at least ten 
days in advance of the following meeting, so that the mem* 
her 8 will have the time and opportunity to review the min* 
utes and thus save the time at the meeting which has been 
devoted to the reading of said minutes.
üiiiâXXs En. Sept. 7, 1943
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UNIVERSITY
CHAPTER
20-100 Academic
20-200 Admlasion# and Oismlsaals
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20-500 Financial
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CHAPTER 20-100
ACADEMIC
S^_clion
20-101 Safe Driving Course
20-102 The School of Religion at the State Uni­versity
20-103 Statement of Policy by the State Board of Education Concerning the Functions of the Units of the University of Montana {Re­scinded for further study)
20-104 Two-year Course at Eastern Montana State Normal School
20-105 Four-year B.E. in Elementary Education at Eastern Montana Normal School
20-106 Authority for Montana State College to Train Teachers of Industrial Arts for Secondary Schools
20-107 Honorary Degrees must be passed on by the Board of Education
20-103 The Degree of Master of Education
Z)-109 Bachelor of Arts in Music
20-110 Certification of Graduates of Junior Colleges at Miles City and Glendive
20-111 Teacher Training Courses at Havre and Bil­
lings
20-112 Industrial Arts Curriculum, Montana State College and Northern Montana College
20-113 Summer Schools at Havre, Miles City, Billings and Lewistown
20-114 Consolidation of the Departments of Chemis­try at Montana State College and the Agri­cultural Experiment Station*
20-115 Change in Name of Department of Physical Education at Montana State College
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CHAPTER(Continued)
§S£.UpU
20-116 Change in Name* of Departments at Montana State College* «^ronomy to Agronomy and Soils
20-117 Affiliation of Montana State College with Merrill-Palmer School* Detroit* Michigan
20-118 Change in Name of Department of Physical Education at Montana State University
20-119 Junior College Standards
20-120 Change from Semester to Quarter System at Montana State Normal College at m.llon
20-101 Safe Driving Course
It was agreed that a course* consistent with the fa­
cilities of the school* be given on safe driving In the 
eighth grade* and that a more intensified course be given 
in the high schools; and further* that in each of the insti­
tutions of higher learning a course in safe driving be given 
to train teachers for this course*
History: En. Sept. 16-17, 1946; Amd. Dec. 9-10, 1946.(Also listed as 30-105 uiKler Public Schools)
20-102 The School of Religion at the State University 
Item 3733* The School of Religion at the State University 
t h a t* On the recommendation of the Executive Coun­
cil, the State Board of Education modify its action of 
April 16* 1924* in order that instruction by the School of 
Religion may be given in the State University Buildings under 
proper restrictions approved by the President and the Chan-
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cellor. Thi« action was approved by the Board of Education. 
History; En. April 5» 1926.
■2£̂ rIP,î? Statement of Policy by the Btate Board of Education Concerning the Functions of the Units of the Univer­sity of Montana (Extract from Minutes of Special Meeting of the State Board of Education in the Gov­ernor’s Reception Room at the State Capitol on Mon­day, January 15, 1945.) (Rescinded April 9, 1945.)
The following statement of policy was approved by 
the State Board of Educations
Montana’s system of higher education has faced seri­
ous problems for many years. Recently, falling registration 
in some of the units, duplication of functions in others, 
and difficult problems of administration and control have 
made some solution of the various problems all the more ur­
gent. In view of the heavy responsibilities which our sys­
tem of higher education faces in the post-war period, the 
State Board of Education recently appointed a Commission on 
Higher Education made up of nineteen representative Montana 
citizens to make recommendations to the Board of Education; 
The Commission has made its report, which calls for a unifi­
cation of the institutional structure, a clear definition of 
the powers of the Board of Education, and recommends elim­
ination of as much overlapping of effort as possible. The 
Board of Education is in accord with these recommendations.
The Board of Education has studied the programs of 
the several units of the Uhiversity with a view to the de­
velopment of the most effective educational services, the
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economical organization, and the soundest solutions 
for the problems confronting the University units.
The program adopted by the Board of Education Is 
based on two principle si First, since the last two units 
of the University (Havre and Billings) were established 
primarily to serve their respective areas. It is desirable 
to maintain them as regional institutions enabling the 
young people of these regions to secure two years of liberal 
arts or pre-professlonal education In their o%m community or 
within reasonable distance. Second, that the professional 
and specialized phases of the University's program be or­
ganized on a functional basis, that Is, with only one insti­
tution offering advanced specialized work in a field or sub­
ject* For example, there will be one law school, one school 
of engineering and one Institution for preparation of teach­
ers for rural and elementary schools.
The program adopted by the Board Is as followsi
1. The two units at Billings and Havre shall offer
two-year liberal arts, pre-professional and vocational pro-
\grama.
2. The Havre and Billings units shall discontinue
teacher education.
The Havre unit shall increase Its emphasis on 
vocational education with special provisions for the educa­
tion of returned soldiers.
4, The total program of the University of Montana 
1 be organized as followst
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Montana State University
Schools of
Arts and SciencesBusinessf&jsicEducationFore stryPharmacyLaw
Journalism
(Montana State IMivarsity shall discontinue work in vocational Home Economics, including teacher education in this field. The two-year secretarial course shall be offered at Havre and Billings. Education of high school teach­ers shall be concentrated here except prepara­tion of teachers of Agriculture, Home Economics and Industrial Art. which Wiall be provided at the State College.}
Montana State College
Division of Agriculture Division of Engineering Division of Home Economics Division of Science Extension Division Experiment StationEducation of teachers in Agriculture, Home Economics and Industrial Arts (Montana State College shall discontinue educa­tion of high school teachers except in Agricul­ture, Home Economics and Industrial Arts, and shall discontinue its secretarial course, which will be offered at Havre and Billings.)
Montana School of Mines
Specialization in Mineral Industries
Montana State Normal School
This school shall be reorganized to provide a broad program of liberal arts and pre-professional courses on a two-year basis. Teacher education shall be discontinued here.
Northern Montana College
This school shall continue largely on its pre­sent pattern with an increased e^hasis on vo­cational education. Teacher education shall be 
discontinued.
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Législation should be enacted changing the function 
of the Billings unit from that of a normal school to that of 
a college with liberal arts and pre*professional courses.
The name of this institution should be changed to Eastern 
Montana College.
History: En. Jan. 15, 1945; Rescinded April 9, 1945.
20-104 Two-year Course at Eastern Montana Normal School
It was agreed that the Eastern Montana State Normal 
School be authorized to offer a two-year basic college course 
plus the normal training.
HlstorYs En. April 9, 1945.
20-105 Four-year B.E. in Elementary Education at Eastern 
Montana Normal School
The Eastern Montana Normal School at Billings, Mon­
tana, was given authority to offer a four-year course lead- 
 ̂ 'Ing to the degree of Bachelor of Education in Elementary
Education.
History: En. July 8, 1946.
20-106 Authority for Montana State College to Train Teach­ers of Industrial Arts for Secondary Schools
The Montana State College at Bozeman was authorized
to train teachers of industrial arts for secondary schools,
including the first two years of the four-year course, the
curriculum to be checked and approved by the Chancellor.
PI^torv: En# July 26-27, 1948.
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iSSrî QTl Honorary Degrees must be passed on by the Board ofEducation
The following motions were presented and approved by 
the Board of Educations
That, in the future, no honorary degree be conferred 
by any unit of the University of Montana without having first 
secured the approval of the State Board of Education, and 
that, in order to avoid any embarrassment, no suggestion be 
made to the person so to be honored until the conferring of 
such degree has been approved by the State Board of Educa­
tion^
That, a copy of this motion be sent by the secretary 
to the president of each unit of the University of Montana.
En. Sept..-10, 1934.
20-108 The Degree of Master of Education 
Item 8412, The Degree of Master of Education
That, On the reconmmndation of the Executive Coun­
cil, the degree of Master of Education be conferred by the 
State University on those candidates who, having first suc­
cessfully completed a bachelor *s degree and a minimum of 
three years of satisfactory teaching, earn at least forty 
credits of graduate work, without offering a thesis. This 
work may be done in the miniwjm required residence of three
regular quarters or four summer quarters, and at least twenty-
eight credits must be earned in residence at Montana State 
University* A candidate for this degree may offer twenty-
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five credits in his minor field. The School of Education 
may give such examinations, oral and written, for admission 
to candidacy and prior to final recos^endation for the de­
gree as may be necessary to secure reasonable standards of 
proficiency. The degrees of Master of Education and of 
Master of Arts in Education are to be mutually exclusive, 
so that both degrees may not be conferred upon the same 
person.
History; En. Sept. 13, 1937,
(As faculty is allowed to change requirements for the degree, the ruling should be drawn up giving them such authority.
The number of credits needed was changed in 1943 from 40 to 45 credits.)
20-109 Bachelor of Arts in &kisic 
Item 7911, part 12.
That, hereafter, the degree of Baclwlor of Arts in 
Music be conferred only on those Wio have taken a general 
arts course and the vmrk in the School of Education required 
for a certificate in Public School Music; those idio have 
covered work in voice, violin or piano and such individual 
performance as is usually required for a degree, to receive 
the degree of Bachelor of Music in Applied iftisic.
History: En. July 13, 1936.
20-110 Certification of Graduates of Junior Colleges at 
Miles City and Glendive
The State Superintendent recommended that the stu­
dents graduating from the Junior Colleges at Miles City and
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Glendive be granted a Temporary Elementary State Certificate 
valid for one year with the privilege of having one renewal, 
to be restricted to the duration of the war. The above re­
commendation was approved.
f ’ '
jHistorvs En. July 9, 1945.
20-111 Teacher Training Courses at Havre and Billings 
Item 11401, Teacher Training Courses at Havre and Billings 
That, the State Board of Education approve the re­
commendation of the legislative committee of the Board that 
certification on the two-year basis be continued at Northern 
Montana College and Eastern Montana State Normal School un­
til such time as there is a state requirement of four years* 
preparation for teaching in Montana. This action was ap­
proved.
History: En. April 9, 1945
20-112 Industrial Arts Curriculum, Montana State College and Northern Montana College
Item 11522 was approved by the Board of Education. That,
the State Board of Education approve the following proposed
curriculum;
The two-year program at Northern Montana College 
will Include primarily skill subjects, such as machine shop, 
sheet metal, automechanics, radio and electrical work, wood­
working, plastics and related courses, welding, drawing and 
machine design, mathematics, chemistry, English and addition-
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«l^ctlves to be determined by specific needs of the stu­
dent.
This program is articulated with upper division 
courses at Montana State College, where a degree in Indus­
trial Arts will be granted upon satisfactory completion of 
the remaining two years of required work.
This program is articulated with lower division 
courses at Northern Montana College where the first two 
years of work are offered.
(Notes No student may register in this Department 
at Northern Montana College for more than the equivalent of 
the first two years of courses. No student will be permit­
ted to register in this Department at Montana State College 
except for the last two years of work.)
History; En. July 9, 1945.
20-113 Summer Schools at Havre, Miles City, Billings and 
Lewistown
The Board approved the motion that if Havre, Miles 
City, Billings and Lewistown meet the requirements, they be 
permitted to hold summer schools as state schools, but that 
if any one of these places fails to qualify, the Chancellor 
and the Superintendent of Public Instruction be authorized 
to extend the privilege to another coiwnunlty.
^istory; En. April 5, 1927.
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Consolidation of the Departments of Chemistry at Montana State College and the Agricultural Bxperi*» ment Station
Item 10821
That the State Board of Education approve the con­
solidation of the present Department of Chemistry, Montana 
State College, and the Department of Chemistry of the Agri- 
. cultural Experiment Station into a single department. Item 
10321 was approved.
Hietorv: En. Sept. 1943.
20-115 Change in Name of Department of Physical Education at &#ontana State College.
Item 11523
That, the State Board of Education grant permission 
to change the name of the Department of Physical Education 
to the Department of Health and Physical Education, to per­
mit giving an option in Health Education as well as in 
Physical Education. All students majoring in the department 
will take a common curriculum for the first two years, but 
in the junior and senior years will take different offerings* 
depending upon whether they major In Physical Wucation or 
in Health Education.
History; En. July 9, 1945.
20-116 Change in Names of Departments at Montana State Col- 
H lege. Agronomy to Agronomy and Soils
Item 11423
(1) Request to change the name of the Department of
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Agronomy to Agronomy and Solis* This would permit giving 
option in Soils as well as in Agronomy for students in Agri-* 
culture» all of %diom take a common first two-year curriculum. 
This request was approved by the Board.
History: En. April 9, 1945.
20-1X7 Affiliation of Montana State College with Merrill- Palmar School, Detroit, Michigan
Item 11423
(4) Request permission for Montana State College to 
establish affiliation with Merrill-Palmer School, Detroit, 
Michigan to permit junior or senior students, majoring in 
Home Economics at flontana State College, with special in­
terest in the field of child development, and upon recom­
mendation of the Montana State College Home Economics facul­
ty, to take one quarter*s work at the Merrill-Palmer School, 
or a maximum of sixteen (16) credits to be allowed toward 
the degree in Home .Economics at Montana State College.
This was approved by the Board.
History: En. April 9, 1945.
20-113 CSiange in Name of Department of Physical Education 
at Montana State University
Item 11515 .
That, the State Board of Education grant permission 
to change the name of the Department of Physical Education 
to the Department of Health and Miysical Education to permit 
giving an option in Health Education as well as in Physical
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Education. All students majoring In the department will 
take a common curriculum for the first two years» but in 
the junior and senior years will take different offerings» 
depending upon whether they major in JFhyslcal Education or 
in Health Education.
This change was approved by the Board.
Historya En. July 9» 1945.
20-119 Junior College Standards
The following Junior College standards» accepted by 
the junior College Presidents» were approved by the Board 
of Educations
' REOOMSCNDATIONS TO THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION FROM THE
UMivmsiTY camcn
(Laws of Montana 1939» Chapter 158)
DefInltlorL of a Junior College
The essential characteristic of a junior college Is 
the fact that it offers two years of work beyond the second­
ary level to students who have completed a standard high 
school course or the equivalent.
■Scope
The junior college may offer two years of work In 
standard college curricula» or two years of Instruction in 
curricula terminal In character and of post-high school or 
collegiate grade and quality, or both such standard and ter­
minal curricula. If standard college curricula are offered.
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there sha^ betnot fewer than five department», as follows? 
English, history, mathematics, modern language and science 
(chemistry or physics, botany or zoology). Not more than 
one year of pre-professional work shall be offered in agri­
culture, teacher-education, engineering, forestry or phar- 
®acy,.
Requirements for Admission
. ' Coi^letion of four-^year course in approved secondary 
school or equivalent. Students transferring to l^iversity 
of Montana institutions may be required to pomply with en­
trance requirements of these institutions before becoming 
candidates for graduation.
MèU
A Blaster*» degree or equivalent preparation, includ­
ing graduate work in the field being taught, shall be the 
minimum preparation for instructors in academic subjects. 
Although the first requisite for an instructor In terminal 
curricula shall be his occupational qualifications, he should 
also possess satisfactory educational qualifications for his 
specific work. The dean of a junior college shall meet the 
academic standards and shall give full time to the junior 
college.
The student-facuity ratio should not exceed 20 to 1. 
The teaching load shall not exceed sixteen credit hours, or 
their equivalent, per week. In computing the instructor*» 
load, two periods of laboratory shall count as one credit .
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houx. A credit hour ehall be of not lee# than fifty min­
utée net# laboratory period not less than two class periods 
per credit. -
Student Program
Sixteen credit hours or an equivalent load is the 
normal class schedule. The programs of students who are 
gainfully employed should be adjusted according to the num­
ber of hours vAich they spend in self-supporting work# the 
consideration being given to the ability of the student. 
Relation to local High School
When a junior college and a high school are main­
tained together# students' shall be taught in separate classes# 
no high school pupil being admitted to any college course.
No college credit shall be allowed to a junior college stu­
dent for work taken in any class to which high school pupils 
are admitted.
Sit
The academic year shall consist of a minimum of 170 
days of instruction or legal requirement of public schools. 
Library
A library of not fewer than 2500 volumes, exclusive 
of public documents and bound periodicals, suitable to the 
courses offered shall be provided. The standard of 4000 
volumes should be regarded as the minimum after a junior col­
lege has been in operation five or more years. Attention 
should be given to the provision of adequate reference mate­
rial# and to the recency# suitability and availability of
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the total collection. Annual expenditure for books and pe­
riodicals shall not be less than $375. With this as the 
minimum standard, an expenditure of not less than $2.50 per 
student for books, periodicals and binding is recommended 
for institutions enrolling more than one hundred fifty stu­
dents.
The library shall be adequately housed and effective^ 
ly administered.
The material equipment and upkeep of the junior col­
lege, including its lands, buildings, class rooms, labora­
tories and apparatus for teaching of laboratory subjects 
shall be sufficient to insure efficient operation. The
f
physical plant should be adequate to provide safe, sanitary 
and healthful conditions, as judged by modern standards. 
Graduation Requirement s
Sixty semester hours or the equivalent shall be re­
quired for graduation. Qualitative as well as quantitative 
standards for graduation shall be maintained.
Transfer ig UnlvereltY s£
Students transferring to any unit of the University 
of Montana must meet the entrance requirements prescribed by 
the State Board of Education.
In the fields of agriculture, teacher-education, en­
gineering, forestry and pharmacy, maximum preparation in jun^ 
lor college may result in shortening the residsnce period
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^equlsite for graduation, but by not more than one aca­
demic year.
HistoxYs En. April 13» 1942.
20-120 Change from Semester to Quarter System at Montana State Normal College at Dillon
Item 12165
That, the State Board of Education approved change 
from semester plan to quarter plan at the Montana State 
Normal College ̂ illoij/» effective beginning with Summer 
School, 1947.
Approved by the Board.
Mstorvt En. Dec. 9-10, 1946.
CHAPTER 20-200 
ADfüSSIONS AND DISMISSALS
20-201 Applications for Matriculation
20-202 Admission Requirements for Returning 
Veterans
20-203 Credits from Junior Colleges
20-204 Foreign Entrance Requirements in American 
History
20-205 Admission to Directed Teaching at the State Normal College at Dillon
20-206 Student Marriages
20-207 Coxxqirehension Entrance Examinations for 
High School Graduates in Lower One-Third of Class
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20-201 Applications for Matriculation 
Item'"4902
That, in accordance with the recommendation of the 
Executive Council, falsification or willful suppression by 
a student of any information called for on his matriculation 
blank may be ground for cancellation of his matriculation.
Hiatorvt En. April 1, 1929.
20-202 Admission Requirements for Returning Veterans 
Item 11001
Ihatÿ the State Board of Education approved admis­
sion to the IMiversity Units as special students men or 
women honorably discharged from the armed forces Wio cannot 
offer all of the requirements for admission.
Approved by the Board.
History: En. April 24, 1944.
2Q?203 Credits from Junior Colleges 
Item 4901
That# in accordance with the recommendation of the 
Executive Council, any student entering the University of 
Montana with college credits from a junior college must be 
in residence at least two years before receiving a bachelor's 
degree; and
That, credits obtained in a regional summer school 
should be recognized as of junior college rank only.
Approved by the Board.
 ----1 1. 1929.
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20-204 foreign Entrance Requirements in American History 
The State Board of Education rescinded the follow­
ing item which had been passed December 14, 1931s 
Item 6002 (RESCINDED)
That, students from any of the countries outside of 
the United States entering any of the units of the Univer­
sity of Montana be not required to present the one high 
school unit of American History and government.
Hlstorvi En. Dec. 14, 1931; rescinded Sept. 7» 1943.(A check with the admissions office at Montana State Uni­versity showed that they never received a notice to rescind Item 6002, and therefore they still abide by this item.)
20-205 Admission to Directed Teaching at the State Normal College at Dillon
That, on the recommendation of the President and 
faculty of the State Normal College (Dillon) the State 
Board of Education approved the following regulations
Before being admitted to any general course in di­
rected teaching, the student is required to pass a compre­
hensive test in which he may demonstrate reasonable profi­
ciency in the mechanics of composition, the use and under­
standing of English, the ordinary processes of arithmetical 
computation, vocabulary, and intelligence as indicated by 
ability to write somewhat logically and consecutively upon 
his choice from a selected list of topics.
All students will be required to take the comprehen­
sive test during the first term in attendance. Ihose who 
are not successful in passing may take the test again during
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any succeeding quarter or quarters» the nuW>er of trials 
not being limited. The tests will be general In nature, ad­
ministered with the student*s entire qualifications and fit­
ness for teaching In view» rather than specific technical 
skills or ability In formal accoi^llshments alone.
The tests will be guided and controlled by a commit­
tee of five» itdiose decisions, based upon the results of the 
test, will be final. The committee Is conqposed of the Presi­
dent, as chairman, the Director of Training or his repre­
sentative, one member of the teaching staff at the training 
school, and two other members of the faculty appointed by 
the President to serve until their successors are appointed.
History: En. July 6, 1933.
20-206 Student Marriages
The Board approved the motion that the Executive 
Council and Chancellor be requested to re-draw this ruling 
(see below) and present a redrafted rule at the next meeting 
of the Board. It was the opinion of the Board that this 
ruling was too drastic and could not readily be applied at 
all times and to all cases* It also ruled that the ruling be 
further amended as follows: "the question as to allowing or
disallowing the credits earned by the student to be also de- 
elded by that Institution."
Ruling referred to:
That any marriage, either party to which Is a stu­
dent of the University of Montana, must be publicly announced.
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For this purpose, notice of the marriage will be promptly 
filed with the registrar of the institution of which the 
party concerned is a student. Any attempt to keep the fact 
of the marriage secret will result in suspension, effective 
from the date of marriage and for a period to be decided by 
the Institution at sAiich the student is registered.
History: Replaces Item 3302, ^April 6, 1925; Amds. Oct. 22,1932.■(Amendment to revise this ruling not followed up.)
■ i
20*207 CoB^rehension Entrance Examinations for High School Graduates in lower One*Third of Class
Item 3520
The Executive Council after careful study of the 
subject recommended to the State Board of Education that the 
Comprehension Entrance examinations of high school graduates 
in the lower one*third of their classes be discontinued, and 
that the Chancellor and the institutions continue to co* 
operate with high school authorities in an effort to find a 
better plan for dealing with the problem.
History: En. Oct. 5, 19%.
CHAPTER 20*300 
CCRRESPmDENCE AND EXTENSION WORK AND FEES THEREFOR
20-301 Correspondence and Extension Fees 
20*302 Correspondence Study Fee for Service Men
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20-301 Correspondance and Extension Fees
The following increase in correspondence and exten­
sion fees was approved by the Board:
That the fee for correspondence and extension study 
be increased from $2.50 per quarter credit to $4.00 and 
that faculty raesdsers who undertake this work without reduc­
tion in assignments be permittCKl to receive additional com­
pensation with the provision that the amount of such work be 
subject to the S M ^ v a l  of the administration in accordance 
with the Rules and Regulations governing the 12-months con­
tracts effective July 1, 1946.
History: En. Dec. 17, 1925; Amd* Dec. 14, 1931; Amd, April 8,
1946.(The rulings of Deceadber 17, 1925 and December 14, 1931 specify the amount of compensation for the instructor, but the latest ruling (April 8, 1946) makes no mention of this.)
20-302 Correspondence Study Fee for Service lien 
Item 10701
That the State Board of Education rescind its action, 
adopted Septendaer 15, 1942, •That any Montana citizen serv­
ing in the Army, Navy or Marine Corps, who was eligible to 
enter the University of Montana, be permitted to take corre­
spondence courses at any unit of the tfiiivarsity without cost 
for the duration of the War,* in order that Montana, like 
other states, may continue the arrangement with the United 
States Armed Forces Institute, whereby the latter pays half 
the cost of the course, including textbooks, and the student
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pays the other half*
This action was approved by the Board.
r'̂ -7 'History: NEn. Sept* 15, 1942; (Amd# 1943.
OiAPTER 20-400 
FEES AND SPECIAL FEES
Section
20-401 Matriculation Fee Discontinued at Montana State Normal College, Dillon, the Eastern 
Montana State Normal School, Billings, and the Northern Montana College, Havre
20-402 Textbook Library Fees
20-403 Fees for Graduate Students at Montana School 
of Mines
20-404 Graduate Fees at the State University, Missoula
20-405 Graduate and Sub-Freshman Fees
20-406 Fees for Testing Bureau Service
20-407 Charges for Board or for Board and Room at 
Residence Halls
20-408 Remittance of Fees to CCC Boys
20-409 Exemption from Non-Resident Fees for Menders 
of Staff Families1
20-410 Waiving of Non-Resident Fees by Staff Approve 
al
20-411 Non-Resident Fee
20-412 Students Exempt from Non-Resident Fees
20-413 Non-Resident Fee, Montana State University
20-414 Non-Resident Fee, Montana State College
20-415 Deposit from Out-of-State Students
20-416 Exeoption of Refugee Students from Payment 
of Non-Resident Fee
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20-401 Matriculation Fee Discontinued at A%)ntana StateNormal College, Dillon, the Eastern Montana State Normal School, Billings,and the Northern Montana College, Havre
The Board of Education approved the discontinuing of 
the matriculation fee at the Montana State Normal College, 
Dillon, the Eastern Montana State NOrmal School and the 
Northern Montana Allege.
|His$ory: En. April 8, 1946.
20-402 Textbook library Fées 
Item 7801
The State Board of Education approved the amendment 
of Item 6402 adopted by the Board December 5, 1932, by adding 
the words underscored below, so that it reads as follows: 
That, the State Board of Education approve the 
assessment by any unit of the University of Montana on t^e 
request of an instructor in charge of any certain course of 
a special textbook fee not to exceed one dollar and a half 
C$1.50) in any one quarter to be paid by every student re­
gistered in such course, for the purchase of books sJi other 
material» fss. cl»s«rooni Ingtruetlon ££ M
,the students in such course, books and other materials so 
purchased %o be the property of the institution, and the fees 
to be collected and expended through the regular business 
office, provided that no such fee shall be assessed until 
the request for such fee has been approved by the head of
the department concerned, the president of the institution
‘ -
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and the Chancellor of the University of Montana. ^
Hlstorvs En. Dec. 5, 1932; A W .  April 14, 1936.
20*403 Fees for Graduate Students at Montana School of Mines 
Item 6451 -
That, graduate students at the Montana School of 
Mines be hereafter required to pay the following annual fees; 
General deposit fee $10.
Diploma fee 5.
Student Activity Fee 15. (optional)
Student Health Fee 5. (optional)
but that they be exempt from all other fees, including the 
matriculation fee, the registration fee, the incidental fee 
and the non-resident fee. This is in recognition of the 
fact that such students will normally be engaged in research 
of value to the mineral industry of the state.
History; En. Dec. 5, 1932.
20*404 Graduate Fees at the State University 
item S314
That, graduate students whose program of research 
and study requires expensive equipment, laboratory supplies 
and additional books may be required to pay a graduate 
laboratory-ineidental fee not to exceed twenty-five ($25.) 
dollars per quarter.
HUlecc: En. J ^ y  1937.(Also see part 1 of 20*405»)
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20-405 Graduate and Sub-Freshman Fees 
Item 8400, Special Fees
1. That, on the recossaendation of the Executive 
Council, Item 8314 (20-404), be extended to all units of 
the University of Montana offering graduate study.
2. That, on the recommendation of the Executive 
Council, the several units of the University of Montana be 
authorized to charge a fee of five dollars ($5.00) per 
quarter for such ren^dlal sub-freshman courses as may be 
offered to meet the needs of students who fail to establish 
acceptable college standards In placement examinations.
Historvs En. Sept. 13, 1937
2Q-406 Fees for Testing Bureau Service
Item 10021, Fees for Testing Bureau Service (and amendment)
This ruling approved by the Board with the amendment 
that all the institutions of the Greater University should 
be included in Item 10021 (20-406).
Item 10021, That, the State Board of Education approve a 
fee of $2.50 to $10.00 to be assessed of all persons not 
regularly enrolled at Montana State College (and all other 
units) for services rendered by the Testing Bureau, such as 
the determination of natural skills, likelihood of success 
In different occupations, etc., the amount of the fee to be 
In proportion to the extent of the tests given, ^ y  person 
paying such fee and later enrolling as a regular student at 
Montana State College (or any one of the other units) shall
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have the amount of the Testing Bureau fee d&ducted from
the fees paid upon matriculation, provided that a proper re­
ceipt Is presented.
History: En. September 8, 1941.
20-407 Charges for Board or for Board and Room at Residence . Halls
Item 10121
That, due to rapid changes in food prices Wilch are*
occurring now and may be expected fnr an Indefinite $»rlod, 
authority Is granted the University Institutions to adjust 
the rates at the various residence halls in accordance with 
food costs.
History: En. Dec. 8, 1941
20-40^ Remittance of Fees to OOC Boys
The Board voted to remit the customary non-resident 
fee at the Btontana State University In the case of boys en­
rolled In OOC can^s In Montana, who were recommended by the 
proper OOC officials for enrollment at the University and 
for exenqatlon from said fee.
En. Dec. 14, 1936
20-409 Exemption from Non-Resident Fees for Members of 
Staff Families
Item 5801, Non-Resident Fees
That, on the recommendation of the Executive Council
members of the families of persons regularly employed on the
i
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staff of any unit of the IBiiverslty of M>ntana be hereafter 
exempted from the payment of non-resident fees.
History: En. July'20, 1931.
20-410 Waiving of f4on-Reaident Fees by ^aff Approval 
Item 1:^1, Waiving of Non-Resident Fees
The State Board of Education approved the waiving of 
the non-resident tuition for non-resident students W%o are 
selected and approved by the faculty and administration of 
each unit of the University of Montana and recommended for 
approval to the Board of Education, provided that the num­
ber for shorn such tuition may be waived at any unit shall 
not exceed in number two per cent of the total enrollment 
of the unit as provided in Chapter 115 of the Session taws 
of 1947.
History g En. July 10-11, 1950.
20-411 Non-Resident Fee 
Item 8201, The Non-Resident Fee
That to clarify and simplify the regulation regard­
ing the non-resident fee, the following statement be adopted 
to replace Item 6501 adopted April 3, 1933.
Persons who have not resided in the State of Ktontana 
for at least twelve ̂ onsecutiv^ months next preceding ma­
triculation (time spent in an institution not being counted) 
and whose parents are not residents of the State shall pay
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a non-ra aident fee of twenty-*five doll are per quarter.
HistorYs En. April 2, 1928j Amd. December 5, 1932;Amd. April 3, 1933; Amd. April 12, 1937.
20-412 Students Exenpt from Non-Resident Fees 
item 9200, Non-Resident Fees
The State Board of Education ruled that the follow-
' I  * I
ing students be exempt from non-resident fees;
1. Those Wio have paid non-resident fees for twelve 
quarters.
2. Residents of the Canal Zone, Alaska, Hawaii,
Porto Rico and the insular possessions of the U. S.
3. Such holders of scholarships and graduate stu­
dents as are specifically exempted by the action of the 
Board of Education in Items 6451 (20-403) and 7351 (20-81'̂ ).
(it was never the intention of the Executive Council to 
recommend the repeal of the exenptlons named above; never­
theless, the legal department of the State University has 
given an opinion that the adoption of Item 8201 (SK>-411) 
technically might have such effect.)
Ü1SX2ZZÎ Sn. Sept. 11, 1939,
20-413 Non-Resident Fee, Montana State University 
Item 13418
That, Montana State University be authorized, ef­
fective September 1, 1950, to decrease the non-resident fee 
from $100. a quarter to $50. a quarter.
part (fee only) 20-411, April 12, 1937; j ^  Item 12201, April 28, 1947; Amd. April 10, 1950,
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20-414 Non-Resident Fee» Montana State College 
Item 13427
The Board approved that Montana State College be 
authorized, effective September 1, 1930, to decrease the non­
resident fee from $100. a quarter to $25. a quarter.
Historvî Amds. in part (fee only) 20-411, ^ril 12, 1937;Aads. Item 12201, April 28, 1947; Arad. April 10, 1950.
20-415 Deposit from Out-of-State Students
The presidents of the institutions were authorized 
to require a deposit from out-of-state students in the amount 
of $25.00, aAich amount is to be returned to the student to 
apply on his fees upon actual enrollment by the student mak­
ing application, and that such $25.00 shall be forfeited if
the student does not enter after application has been made.
*
Historys En. July 8, 1946.
^-416 Exemption of Refugee Students from Payment of Non- 
Resident Fee
Item 9902
That, the local Executive Boards of the units of the 
University of Montana be authorized to grant exemption from 
payment of the non-resident fee upon such condition as they 
may specify to deserving and needy foreign refugee students 
$d%o are sponsored by some locally established organization 
or group.
Bn. July 14, 1941.It
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CHAPTER 20-500 
FINANCIAL
Section
20-501 Biennium Budget Requests
20-502 Budgeted Expenditures
20-503 Channelling of Business Matters by Ad- . minlstrators
20-504 Revolving JEntertainment Fund for Units of University
20-505 Co-operation with the Defense Program
20-506 Financing of Cooperative Defense Projects
20-507 Regarding Xnvestfaent of Trust Funds
• 20-503 Investment of Hyman Endowment Funds
20-509 Designation of Incooie from Montana Agricul- tural Branch Stations
20-510 The Director of Montana Forest and Conserva­tion Experiment Station
20-511 Duties of State Accountant» State Board of Examiners and the State Purchasing Agent in Regard to Irregularities and Recommenda­tions for Repairs and Building at the State 
Institutions
-20-501 Biennium Budget Requests
The Board of Education voted that all the institu­
tions under the custody of the State Board of Education be 
coa^lled to furnish to the Board at the September meetings 
preceding regular sessions of the legislative Aasembly the 
budget requests for the biennium» accon^anied by a single 
account of costs of operation for the previous biennium» in 
order that they may be inspected and approved by the State
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Board of Education bafora they are submitted to the State 
Board of Examiners and the State Budget Committee.
En. Sept. 15# 19%)# Amd. Dec. 14# 1936.
^-502 Budgeted Expenditures 
Item 6800
The Board approved that the presidents of the re­
spective units be authorized# subject to the limitations 
of the approved budgets and in accordance with the provisions 
of the laws of ^ntana and the regulations of the State 
Board of Education# to make such expenditures as in their 
judgment are necessary to carry on the work of the institu­
tions# stations# divisions and services of the University of 
Montana.
History* En. Dec. 4# 1933.
20-503 Channelling of Business Matters by Administrators 
Item 13201
That# the presidents and the business managers of 
the six units of the University of Montana are hereby direct- 
ed to channel through the Office of the Chancellor# repre- 
, senting the State Board of Education# all matters of business 
idiich are to be transmitted to other state departments or 
agencies. This directive includes the submission of all 
plans for new construction contemplated under the five mil­
lion dollar bond fund.
Historv* En. Sept. 23-24# 1949.
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20-504 Revolving Entertainment Fund for Unite of Univer­sity
The State Board of Education approved the establish­
ing of revolving entertainment funds within the six Univer­
sity units under the supervision of the respective presidents
and local executive boards.
• ■
Historyg En. Juï»  23, 1943.
' -
20-505 Co-operation with the Defense Arogram 
Item 9501, Defense Program
That, on the recommendation of the Executive Council, 
the units of the University of Montana be authorized to co­
operate with the Federal Government in the National Defense 
Program in so far as facilities are adequate and adaptable.
Hi storyt En. July 8, 1940.
20-506 Financing of Cooperative Defense Projects 
Item 9700
That, inasmuch as the units of the IMiversity of 
Montana are being steadily drawn into wider cooperation 
with the Federal Government in the National Defense Program, 
especially with the development of the air training program 
of the Civil Aeronautics Administration, and since the ser­
vices sponsored by the units of the University of Montana 
are in no sense a part of the regular educational program 
of the institutions, therefore all money received by any in­
stitution in connection with any such program be deposited
I
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hy such institution with the State Treasurer in a separate 
trust fund to be administered for such special purposes 
through the institution sponsoring such activity.
Historvt En. Dec. 9, 1940.
20-507 Regarding Investment of Trust Funds 
Item 7001
The State Board of Education approved the following 
ruling on the recotsi^ndation of the Executive Councils
That, the investing of all donations, gifts, be­
quests or devises which have been made or shall hereafter 
be made to any unit of the University of Montana or to any 
officer or board of any unit of the University of Montana 
requiring investment in order that the corpus and income 
thereof may be devoted to purposes in accord with the in­
tent of the donor, shall be made by the Resident, Business 
Manager and Local Executive Board of the institution con­
cerned, who shall in case investment or reinvestment be ne­
cessary make the same in sound, conservative investments, 
to the end that the income from the donation contrary to 
the donor*s intent be not lost by failure to make or renew 
investments. The President or Business Manager of said In­
stitution is hereby directed to report to the State Board 
of Education for its approval any action taken under this 
resolution at the next regular meeting of the Board follow­
ing the time such action is taken.
pstorv: En. April 9, 1934.
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^0^508 Xnvcstment of Ryman Endowoent Funds 
Item 1X012
That, the State Board of Education approve the 
recommendation of the Local Executive Board of Montana 
State University that the State Board of Land Commissioners 
be authorized to invest in the Montana Trust and Legacy 
Fund whatever funds are received from the Ryman Endownaent 
for student loans, including current interest earnings.
HjstQXX% En. April 24, 1944.
20-509 Designation of Income from Montana Agricultural Branch Stations
The Board of Education voted that the income derived 
from the branch stations of the Montana Agricultural Station 
be declared trust funds to be treated as such and used in 
confection with the operation of the institution concerned 
on the understanding that no money appropriated from the 
General Fund for these branch stations was to be used.
History: En, Dec. 8, 1941.
20-510 The Director of Montana Forest and Conservation 
Experiment Station
Item 9112
That, the Director of Montana Forest and Conservation 
Experiment Station be and is hereby authorized on behalf of 
said Station, this Board and the -State of Montana, to execute 
and deliver such contracts, agreements, licenses, permits, 
leases, conveyances and other documents as in his judgment
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as Director of said Station are or may be reasonably neces­
sary or desirable in order to carry out the purposes and pro­
tect the interests of said Station# or property and holdings 
under its control or supervision# or to accomplish the pur­
poses and directions of any trust deed or agreement or pro­
vision by which property is brought under the control or 
supervision of said Station or the Director thereof.
All such instruments so executed by said Director 
shall be subject to the approval of the Local Executive 
Board of ttontana State University before delivery.
History: En. July 10, 1939.
20-511 Duties of State Accountant# State Board of Examiners and the State Purchasing Agent in Regard to Irregu­larities and Recommendations for Repairs and Build­
ing at the State Institutions
The Board of Education approved the following reso­
lutions concerning the institutions under its control;
"Be it resolved# that the State Board of Examiners# 
the State Accountant and the State Purchasing Agent be re­
quested to make written reports to the State Board of Educa­
tion# of any violation of law# or of the orders of this 
Board and also of any irregularities in the administration 
of any institution under the control of this Board# which 
may come under their observation.
•Be it further resolved, that the State Accountant 
be requested to furnish eleven copies of his last report on 
each institution as soon as it is made.
■■ r  • ‘ '
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*Be It r*solved^ that all requests for building xe- 
paixa for any institution under the control of this Board 
be accoa^anied by a written report upon the merits and ex­
pense of same from the State Purchasing Agent with his re­
commendations thereto."
   En. Oct. 3, 1927.
Also listed as 40-301 - Custodial Institutions)
CHAPTER 20-600 
HOUSING
20-601 Housing Privileges for Families of Students Entering Armed Forces
»20-602 Cooperative Housing at Montana State College
20-601 Housing i^ivileges for Families of Students Entering 
Armed Forces
The State Board of Education voted that the presi­
dents of the units of the University of Montana be directed 
to permit the families of students who enter service to re­
main in the housing occupied'at the time of entrance into 
service» and that every possible consideration pertaining 
to housing be extended to the families of other students 
similarly entering service. This directive is to apply dur­
ing the duration of i^stillties.
Historyg En. August 11» 1950.
20-602 Cooperative Housing at Montana State College 
 ̂ The State Board of Education approved the general
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policy wheroby student cooperative housing units« particular­
ly for men students but not excluding the possibility of at 
least one unit for women students, might be constructed on 
the cactus, each unit to house sixty students and each pro­
ject to be submitted to the Board for final approval; and 
fraternities {men only) in case they build approved houses 
close to or contiguous to the campus» or in some cases on 
the caa^>us directly» might deed such land and building or 
such buildings to the college in exchange for a satisfactory 
long-time lease.
JllSlSSXî En. April 11» 1933.
CHAPTER 20-700 
MISCELLANEOUS
20-701 Agricultural Council at Montana State College
20-702 Use of Buildings for Public Meetings
20-703 Arrangements for the Montana State ÎMiversity- Montana State College Football Game
20-704 Employment and Payaient of IMion Members in 
Student Functions
:K>-70S Official university of Montana Stationery 
to Mention all Units therein
20-701 Agricultural Council at Montana State College
The State Board of Education approved the organiza­
tion at the Montana State College of an Agricultural Council 
to be constituted from ranks of the agricultural professions, 
to advise the president of this unit in regard to agricul-
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turaX policy* Thor* would be twenty to twenty»fivo iaond>ers 
and they would com* to the college twice a year for a con­
ference. The expenee would not b* more than $1,000. per 
year.
Historys En. Sept. 7, 1943,
■20-702 Use of Buildings for Public Maetlngs 
Item 5703
That, the presidents of the several units be author­
ized to grant the use of buildings of the University of Mon­
tana for purposes other than university activities only on 
condition that no interference with the work of the institu­
tion is involved and that the institution is put to no 
a<Mltional expense thereby.
HistorYS En. April 6, 1931.
20-703 Arrangements for the Montana State University- Montana State College Football Game
The State Board of Education voted that the football
game between Montana State Ikiiversity and Montana State
College would be played horn*; and home in the future and
further arrangements would be left to the presidents of
the institutions.
Hi storyt En. Dec, 1933; Amd. July 1946.
20y704 Employment and Payment of Union Menders in Student Functions
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Be it re solved;
That, in the matter of the requeat that thia Board 
direct the State University administration to enforce em* 
pioyment by the students of union musicians for certain 
activities» the Board» while retaining supervision of gen­
eral student activities on and about the caucus» believes 
that it should not at this time interfere with the students* 
management and expenditures of their own funds involved in 
such activities.
That, the State Board of Education recogMses that 
there is an educational value in the presentation of dramat­
ic and musical performances by the students and that they 
should be maintained and continued on a strictly amateur 
basis for the educational benefits to be derived by the 
students.
This motion was unanimously approved by the Board. 
Bistorvs En. Dec. 9» 1940.
20-705 Official University of Montana Stationery to Mention
All lAiits therein
The following proposal was approved by the State 
Board of Education*
The Executive Council voted unanimously at the 
August meeting to have the following statement on all the 
official stationery of the units of the Iftolversity of Mon­
tana:
i •The (name of particular unit) is a unit of theII
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Uiniverelty of *4ontana, the other component institutions of 
vdiich are Montana State Iftiiversity at Missoula; Montana 
State College at Bozeman; Montana State Normal College at 
Dillon; Montana School of Mines at Butte; Eastern ?4ontana 
State Normal School at Billings and Northern Montana College 
at Havre** .
‘
History» En* Sept. 16-17* 1946*
CHAPTER 20-800 
SCHOLARSHIPS
Section
20-801 High School Honor Scholarships 
(Application and Regulations)
20-802 Extension of Time for High School Honor 
Scholarships
^-803 Exception to Waiver Clause in High School Honor Scholarship Regulations
20-804 Use of High School Honor Scholarship in 
Summer Session
20-805 High School Honor Scholarships to Triplets, 
Quadruplets or Quintuplets
20-806 Scholarships (Above Freshman Level)
20-807 Prize Scholarships
^-808 Duration of Prize Scholarships
20-809 Duration and Number of Arize Scholarships
20-810 Free Scholarships
20-811 Foreign Honor Scholarships at the School 
of Mines
20-812 Music Scholarships at the State university 
(Regular)
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20-813 SçhoXarthips at the State University(Summer)
^-814 Honor Scholarships at Northern Montana College
20-815 Scholarships (Military Service and 0 0 0 ) 
20-816 Scholarships at the School of Mines
20-817 HCnor Scholarships at the School cf Mines(Out-of-state)»
^0^801 High School Honor Scholarships 
Item 13300
rm UNIVERSITY OF mmmA
Application for High School Honor Scholarship
at One of the Following Units:
Montana State University, MissoulaiMontana State College, Bozeman
Montana School of Mines, ButteWestern Montana College.of Education, DillonEastern Montana College of Education, BillingsNorthern Montana College, Havre
. . . . . . . . .  High School, . . . . . . .  Montana.
To the Office of the University of Montana, Helena, Montana. 
I hereby certify that .Is
(1) A  graduate of the above named high school for the year
# e # #
(2) That ..he ranks within the highest one-fourth or major fraction thereof, of the class in scholarship;*
*For ezan^le, only the highest ranking student is eligible in a class of less than 5| in a class of 6, 7, 8 or 9 the first two are eligible; in a class of 10, 11, 12 or 13 
the first three are eligible, etc.
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(3j That no other mecaber of thla graduating class of higher 
scholarship than the student nominated by me is desirous 
of attending the institution of the University named be-* low;
(4) That waivers to any implied claim upon a right to this scholarship by members of the graduating class of high* er scholastic rank than the one to whom this scholarship is awarded have been signed, and filed in the Office of the IMiversity of /Montana, State Capitol, Helena.
Il , ,
(5) I hereby recommend the award of a high school honor scholarship to the person named above who desires to attend the ..
This student ranks   in his graduating class of........ mendbers.
( S i g n e d ) P r i n c i p a l
This application should be sent directly to the Of* fice of the Ikiiversity of Montana, State Capitol, Helena, Montana, as soon as possible after the graduation of the class. IkKier no circumstances should it be given to the student.
REGULATIONS GOVERNING it HIGH SCHOOL HONOR S2«DLARSHII^
1. t ^ n  the presentation of the required certificate 
from the high school principal, the University of Montana 
will authorize the.award, each year, to graduates of each
of the accredited high schools of the state, of High School 
Honor Scholarships for the component units of the University 
of Montana.
2. One scholarship may be awarded to the membership 
of any graduating class having twenty-five or fewer graduates. 
An additional scholarship may be awarded to the membership
of classes for each additional twenty-five graduates or major 
fraction thereof.
3. To be eligible for a High School Honor Scholar*
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$hlp the Individual must be certified by the principal:
(a) to be a graduate of an accredited high school 
of the state;
' ' (b) to rank within the highest one*fourth or major 
fraction thereof of his class in scholarship;
(c) to be the highest in scholarship of those members 
of the graduating class desiring to attend the 
University of Aëontana.
, 4. If the recipient of a High School Honor Scholar­
ship decides not to enter a unit of .the .University of Montana 
he should relinquish the scholarship^ at once. In such cases, 
the high school principal may certify the next ranking 
ELIGIBLE member of the same graduating class, but such per­
son will be subject to the same restrictions as the original 
holder of the scholarship.
5. In order to utilize any High School Honor Schol­
arship the holder must enter the Uiiversity of Montana 
within twenty months after high school graduation, and must 
maintain a satisfactory standard of scholarship and regular­
ity of attendance in some course leading to graduation.
6. Through the freshman year only the holder of a 
High School Honor Scholarship will be exempt from the pay­
ment of the registration fee and the incidental fee, in any 
unit of the Uftiversity of Montana. This freshman work must 
be completed within four years after the date of the schol­
arship. In all cases the scholarship becomes void not later
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than four yoara after date of its issue.
History: Amd. April 6» 1931; Amd. April 3, 1933; Amd.
April 8, 1940; Amd. April 13, 1942; Amd. Dec. 14,1949.
(Does this cancel Sections 20-802, 20-803 and 20-804. or should they have been included in these regulations?)
^0-802 Extension of Time for High School ffonor Scholarships 
Item 10402
Many holders of high school honor scholarships may
be called into the armed sexy ice of the United States,#
their college course being thereby delayed or interrupted.
It is recommended that ip such cases the validity of the 
honor scholarship be extended during the full period of 
service plus one year.
Histo^: En. Sept. 14, 1942.cancelled by paragraph 6 of 20-801?)
20-803 Exception to naiver Clause in High School Honor
Scholarship Regulations
The Board of Education gave the chancellor authority 
to waive regulation 3 (c) of Item 10201, which reads as 
follows:
Item 10201,
*3 (c) To be the highest in scholarship of thosemembers of the graduating class desiring to 
attend the University of Montana. Waivers of any lulled right to scholarships are re­
quired from students of higher scholastic rank when the one recommended is not the 
highest.*
when so many of the students were in the armed forces and
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could not be reached. Board gave the chancellor authority 
to waive the provision in specific cases.
y storya En. Sept. 7, 1943.
(This item seems to be in conflict with both sections 20*301 and 20*802» the latter of which gives the student 
his full service time plus one year to use his scholarship.I
20*804 Use of High School Honor Scholarships In Summer Session
Xt was approved by the Board that the rules govern* 
ing the use of High School Honor Scholarships be aawnded to 
permit the use of these scholarships effective with the 
summer session of 1945.
Historva En. July 9. 1945.(Is this ruling rescinded by 20-801? Also, the previous rulings never stated that the High School Honor Scholar­ships could not be used during summer quarter.)
20*805 High School Honor Scholarships to Triplets, Quadru­
plets or Quintuplets
The Board voted to award High School Honor Scholar­
ships to any triplets, quadruplets or quintuplets graduating 
in any one class from a /Montana High School.
Hi storyt En. July 24, 1944.(Should this not be entered in Section 20*8017)
20*806 Scholarships
Item 6801, adopted by the Board on December 4, 1933 
was amended and approved by Item 13401$
Item 13401
That, each unit of the i&ilversity of Mtontana be
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Authorized to award to student a already in attendance there­
in scholarships exempting the holders from the payment of 
customary fees for the following year on the basis of de­
monstrated scholarship, character, promise and need; the 
number of such scholarships not to exceed ten per cent of 
the students enrolled in the classes above the freshman 
year, and to be available only within the unit awarding the 
same,
Historys En, Dec. 4, 1933; Amd. April 10-11, 1950.
20-807 Prize Scholarships , ̂
It., 3401
That on the reconesendation of the Executive Council, 
the winners of the annual debate, declamation and essay 
contests held at the State University, and of the annual 
essay, extemporaneous speaking and scholarship contests 
held at the Staie College be awarded scholarships equivalent 
to the High School Honor Scholarships. Approved by the 
Board.
Historys En: July 7, 1925.
20-808 Duration of,Prize Scholarships 
Item 3653, Prizes for Scholarship Contest
That, the university Scholarships to be awarded here­
after to the winners In the annual scholarship contest at 
the State College be lloiited to one year, except the pentath-
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Xoa, «t^lch should remain at four years as heretofore. 
m s m x t  En. Dec. 17, 1925.
20-809 Duration and Na'iifcer of Prize Scholarships
The State Board of Education approved the amendment 
to the regulation regarding scholarships to be awarded to 
winners in the state scholarship contest, except the pentath­
lon, so that such scholarships should be good only for one 
year, instead of four years as heretofore; such scholarships 
are to be limited to fifteen for any one annual contest, 
one pentathlon and fourteen In high school subjects; none, 
however, in commercial subjects.
fUstorvi En. July 2, 1928.(20-809 and 20-803 should be condsined.l
20-810 Free Scholarships ~
Item 3702
The Board approved the following on the recommenda­
tion of the Executive Council:
1. Any European student whose expenses are borne 
by the American Legion in accordance with the 
plan for international exchange of students 
which has been arranged by the Inter-allies 
Veteran Congress, may be exempt for one year 
from fees in any of the units of the University 
of Montana.
2. Military Service scholarships shall apply only to
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such persons as have rendered military or naval 
service to the nation in time of actual war.
3. f ^ e  scholarships shall not apply to the sumaer 
sessions of the several units.
History: En. April 5, 1926.
20-811 Foreign Honor Scholarships at the School of Mines
The Board voted that the foreign honor scholarships 
authorized by the State Board of Education in 1935, be 
hereafter liiaited to students from the l^tin-American repub­
lics. This was amended to include Canada and approved.
Historys En. July 14, 1941.
20-812. Misic Scholarships at the State University 
Item 10213
That, the State Board of Education approve the 
establishment of six music scholarships of $75. each (the 
cost of music tuition for one year) to be awarded annually 
to students of sophomore, junior and senior years on the 
basis of past record in the School of .’«Susie at Montana State 
University and the faculty’s estimate of their future suc­
cess in misic. This action was approved by the Board* 
(Recipients of . such scholarships would be expected to per­
form certain duties such as organizing and coaching small 
ensembles, correcting elementary papers and theory assign­
ments, and performing similar work which would give them
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highly desirable training and would tend to relieve an over-« 
loaded faculty.)
En. April 13, 1942.
2Q-813 Music Scholarships at the State Uhiverslty 
Item 10613
That, the State Board of Education approve the 
establishment of six mi sic scholarships of $25.00 each 
(the cost of music tuition for the summer quarter) to be 
granted by the Music faculty with the approval of the Dean 
of the School of Music.
(These scholarships are recommended in view of the fact that 
many regular students attend summer session in order to 
graduate in three years.)
; This action was approved by the Board.
History: En. April 13, 1943.
20-81^ Honor Scholarships at Northern /Montana College 
Item 9682
That, on the recommendation of the Executive Council, 
the Ihresident of Northern Montana College be authorized to 
award, subject to certain limitations approved by the Execu­
tive Board, a limited nuidber of out-of-state scholarships 
each year to students specializing in medical secretaryship, 
the scholarships to exen^t the recipients from tuition, in­
cidental fees and registration fees.
HlstorYi En. Sept. 9, 1940.
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^0-81^ Scholarship»
Item 9500
That; hereafter no more fallitary service scholar^ 
ships be awarded until further action by the State Board 
of Education;
That* on the recommendation of the Executive Council* 
scholarships not more than ten in number in any year* e<|uiva« 
lent to high school honor scholarships* good in any unit of 
the lAriiversity of Montana* be authorized to qualified en* 
rollees of the Civilian Conservation Corps in Montana on the 
recommendation of the Educational Director* and that the re­
cipients be relieved of the paytaent of non-resident fees*
j En. July 8* 1940*
s this not the same as 20-408?}
20-816 Scholarships at the School of Mines 
Item 5552
That* high sclu>ol honor scholarships awarded for any 
unit of the University of Montana may* within their time 
limitations, be utilized for the general freshman work at 
the School of Mines without reference to the number of schol­
arships awarded for the regular technical courses of the 
School of Mines*
History: En. Sept* 15* 1930.
20-817 Honor Scholarships at the School of Mines (out-of- 
state)
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Item 7351
Whereas» it appears desirable that a certain nufî ber
of out«-of^state honor scholarships be made available at the
Kontana School of Mines# be it agreed
ltiat|( the President be authorized# under regulations
to be approved by the Executive Board# to award a limited 
number of out«of*state honor scholarships each year# exempt* 
ing the holders from tuition and other fees.
En. pec, 3# 1934. 
iOoes iwt specify nusËber of scholarships to be awarded each year).
CHAPTER 20-900 
STAFF AND FACULTY
20-901 Contracts# Leaves and Compensation
20-902 Proposed Rules and Regulations for the Ad­ministration of Staff Appointments for the 
university of Montana
20-903 Interpretation of "A Quarter-out-of- 
Residence*
20-904 Leaves of Absence
20-905 Leaves of Absence for Agricultural Extension 
Staff
20-906 Extra Con^nsation for Courses Taught inCivilian Pilot Training and Courses Offered 
by Ü. S. Office of Education
20-907 Honorary Degrees to Uhlversity Faculty 
Msadbers
20-908 Enrollment of Staff Members
20-909 Authorization for Travel and the Hiring of 
Lecturers
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20-910 Travel /Wuthorlty for Meiabers of the Faculty Council of the University of Montana
20-911 Moving Expenses for Staff
20-912 Tenure of Residents
20^901 Contracts» Leaves and Compensation
The following resolution was adopted by the Board of 
Education:
Be it resolved» that all salary contracts for full 
time instructional staff in the University of Montana not 
already so in effect be placed on a twelve months* payment 
for twelve months* service basis as soon as is practicable 
in the various institutions and departments# the contract 
year being made to correspond with the July 1 to June 30 
fiscal year of the State of Montana. The salary so paid
g2£gJ^lD fl ISL g-9JBl£à£l ï d l l  M  Ih e  e p tlu t PJSJLX £22Bi2SaSâ- 
Um sâM iM. iag.tfctaU.9ii smr
J^S£Sâ during contractual period.* Each member of the 
instructional staff is entitled to leave of absence upon 
full salary for one quarter in each biennium. Such leave 
will not be cumulative.
^x>n recommendation of the executive head of each 
institution approved by the State Board of Education, leave 
of absence without salary may be granted.
*Most of the above is taken care of by 20-902» but the underlined (added by codifier) would mean that no com­
pensation would be allowed for Correspondence or Extension 
work.
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The foregoing shall be administered in accordance 
with the rules and regulations to be prescribed and adopted 
by the State Board of Education.
En. April 24, 1944.
/
20-902 Proposed Rules and Regulations for the Administration
of Staff Appointments for the University of Montana
PROPOSED RULES AND REG1EJVTIC»3S FCR THE ADMINISTRATIF
OF
STAFF APPOINTMENTS FCR THE UNIVERSITY OF J03TANA
1. Annual appointments. All full-time appointments 
of regular staff members of the units of the University of 
Montana (administrative, teaching, research and extension) 
shall be on a twelve-month basis for the fiscal year July 1 
to June 30, beginning July 1, 1945. If, for administrative 
reasons, it is desirable to employ a staff me«&>er for a ten 
months* period, this may be done with the understanding that 
his salary shall be 85% of what it would have been if he 
were es^loyed for twelve months.
2. Staff members employed by any unit of the Uni­
versity of Montana operating on the quarter system shall 
have one out of every eight quarters *out of residence**, 
with full pay.*
An application for a quarter **out of residence" 
shall be submitted to the president in writing at least
^Impracticable to apply at present to all members 
of the Agricultural Extension Service.
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three month# before the beginning of the "out of residence** 
quarter. No staff mender shall be eligible for an **out of 
residence* quarter until he has. served a fainimust of seven 
quarters* since July, 1943, except as indicated in one of 
the two following paragraphs.
3, In case a staff member desires a quarter *out 
of residence* before the usual seven quarters in residence 
have been served, he must submit a particularly «uorthy plan 
which indicates that the activities for the period will con­
tribute to the professional improvement of the staff member 
and to the welfare of the institution and the State of Mon­
tana, and he must also give in writing an assurance of re­
turn to active service in the institution. In case he does 
not return, the staff member shall refund the money paid him 
as salary during the *out of residence* quarter,
4* Quarters *out of residence* may be cumulative 
not to exceed two quarters or one half contract year. A 
staff member may be granted such two-quarter period *out of 
residence* provided he submits a suitable plan for the use 
of the period and gives in writing an assurance of return to 
active service at the end of the period. In case he does 
not so return, the staff member shall refund the money paid 
him as salary during the leave of absence period for such 
portion of the leave as has not been earned.
*In the case of the Agricultural Extension Service
Staff, members must have served a minimum of three years before being eligible to receive a quarter *out of residence*.
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5. Staff member* employed by any unit of the Uni­
versity of Montana operating under the semester system shall 
have one out of every eight semesters "out of residence".
All other provisions as specified for the quarter system shall 
apply in similar manner to the semester system.
6. Satisfactory programs or proiects for use of 
"out of residence" periods include research» travel» re­
lated work in other institutions or private or business or­
ganizations» or other activities which the dean of the divi­
sion and the president of the institution» with the a^troval 
of the State Board of Education» agree will improve the 
staff fsember professionally» or which directly or indirectly 
benefit the institution and the State. If compensation is 
received by the staff member during the "out of residence" 
period for services to other agencies, he shall return such 
sums of money as received from the institution from which
be has been granted "out of residence" less such amounts as 
may be necessary to cover travel, added living expenses, or 
related costs incurred in undertaking such work at other in­
stitutions» agencies, organizations, etc., or In other areas; 
but in no case shall the staff smmber be required to return 
an amount in excess of the money received from the institu­
tion during such "out of residence" period.
7. An additional activity or employment, profession­
al or otherwise, for which the staff member receives personal 
cofl^nsation during the regular appointment, must be approved 
in advance by the administrative officers of the institution
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including the appropriate divisional dean and the president. 
If such additional activities involve prolonged absence on 
the part of the staff member from his duties in the institu- 
tion, the staff member should take a leave of absence with­
out pay for the period of the extra activities* Each in­
dividual case shall be considered on its own merits. Ex­
cept during periods of emergency such additional activity 
and employment should be kept at a minimum for the best in­
terests of the individual and the institution.
8. At each unit of the University the President
with the individual faculty meajber shall determine whether 
the appointment shall be recoimsended for a ten or a twelve 
month period. When changing from a ten month to a twelve 
month "appointment» the normal salary change shall be for 
the twelve months. 117.6 per cent Capproximately) of the 
ten month salary. When changing from a twelve to a ten 
month appointment, the salary change will be 85 per cent of 
the twelve month salary.
9. At each unit of the Ikiiversity the President
shall act on the request for the "quarter out of residence* 
before the request is channeled for further action. In­
cluded among the *satlsfactory programs or projects for use 
of •out of residence* periods* shall be included the re­
habilitation or recuperation of the faculty member through a 
rest or vacation period for a part or for all of the out of 
residence quarter.
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The above aa amended was approved by the Board*
plstorvs En* April 9, 1945; Amd. April 21-22, 1947.
2Q-9Q3 Interpretation of "A Quarter-out-of-irecidence*
The State Board of Education approved the following 
interpretation of «a quarter-out-of-residence**s
•A Quarter out of Residence*
The Executive Council recommends that *A Quarter 
Out of Residence** be interpreted to mean a quarter out of 
eight leave with pay, in which the regular teaching staff 
member does not teach, but, with the approval of the ad­
ministration, undertakes some other activity in line with 
the regulations passed by the State Board of Education deal­
ing with the 12 months * contracts.
Historvt En. April 8, 1946.
20-904 leaves of Absence
Item 12001, amended to read as follows:
That, all faculty, clerical and other employees of 
the units of the Uhiversity of Montana granted a leave of 
absence should be limited to one year*s leave (or fifteen 
months if two consecutive summer quarters are included). 
Faculty, clerical and other employees granted such leave 
should be required to sign an agreement either to resign 
from the institution or return from the leave to active duty
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upon termination of the apeclfied twelve ox fifteen months* 
period, unless leave Is extended by action of the State 
Board of Education.
History: En, Sept. 16-17, 1946.
20-905 Leaves of Absence for Agricultural Extension Staff 
Item 4503, Leaves of Absence
That, the existing regulations governing leaves of 
absence of men^rs of the staffs shall be held to apply to 
members of the Agricultural Extension Staff under the same 
conditions and restrictions as those applying to the teach­
ing staffs and the staff of the Agricultural Experiment 
Station.
History: En. April 2, 1928.(This would seem to conflict with the legal ruling given by the Attorney General in the. ISlnutes of April 12-13, 1943 as amended by the minutes of July 26-27, 1948, which Is as fol­
lows:
"Responsibility of College for payment of County and
Federal Government’s share of Agricultural Agent's salary
udille on leave. The Attorney General stated that there was
no legal authority for the State to assume the financial
obligations of some other governmental unit."
With the above ruling It «vould seem that the same rules 
could not apply.}
? - '
20-906 Extra Condensation for Courses Taught In Civilian 
Pilot Training and Courses Offered by U. S. Office 
of Education
This compensation Is provided from federal funds and
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1# over and above the regular salary of instructors vàio 
give this extra instruction. The following is the rate of 
pay given for the two classes of instructions
That y in accordance with Section 20-506 (item 9700; 
"Financing of Cooperative Defense Projects") adopted by the 
State Board of Education Oecendaer 9, 1940* the following 
rates of pay established by the respective federal services 
Indicated be approved for extra and overtime work done by 
faculty mesd^ers of the various units of the University of 
Montana:
. For the program designated as Engineering Science 
and Management War Training, financed and sponsored by the 
U* S. Office of Education under a special Congressional ap­
propriation, cos^nsation be approximately 1/600 (one six 
hundredth) of the teacher*s annual salary per class contact 
hour; and for supervision 1/1200 (one twelve hundredth) of 
the annual salary per class contact hour. In no case shall 
the state be obligated to meet any of the foregoing compen­
sation in the event federal funds are not available.
The Board approved the above with the stipulation 
that at no time shall any financial responsibility devolve 
upon the state.
Hi story: En. Dec* 14, 1942.
20-907 Honorary Degrees to University Faculty Menders 
Item 13402
That, no honorary degree be conferred on a faculty
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member of « unit of the IMlversity of Itontana by any unit of 
the University of Montana except after his or her retirement 
has been acted upon by the State Board of Education.
The above was approved as amended.
(Also a: En, April 10-11, 1950,see 20-107. J
2Q.-908 Enrollment of Staff Members 
Item 3701
That, on the recommendation of the Executive Council, 
no member of the instructional or research staffs of the 
University of Montana be permitted to register in courses 
offered in any of the four teaching units unless permission 
such registration is allowed at the time contract for 
service is made, or is granted upon petition approved by 
the chairman of the department in which the petitioner is 
eaq;>loyed, the president of the unit and the Chancellor of 
the university.
Historvt En, April 5, 1926.
■20-909 Authorization for Travel and the Hiring of lecturers 
Hesolveds That the State Board of Education hereby 
es^owers the Chancellor to authorize such travel of the ad­
ministrative. and educational staff of the University of &&>n- 
tana within and without the state and to employ such lectur­
ers and educational experts as he may deem wise and necessary, 
provided the budgets approved by the State Board of Educa-
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tlon not «xcoodod a# a result of the expenditures oc­
casioned by the travel of staff members and the employment 
of lecturers and educational experts.
The motion was approved by the Board.
Klatoryj En. Sept. 20, 1926.
20-910 Travel Authority for Members of the Faculty Council of the University of Montana
Item 13001, approved as amended.
That, travel expenses from the budgets of the Uni­
versity of Montana units be authorized for not more than 
five delegates from the faculty of any unit of the University 
of Montana to attend iK»t more than three meetings per year 
that are duly called by the Council, the meetings to be 
held at Helena or at one of the coimaunities in which a unit 
of the Uiiversity is located.
Hi storyg En. April 11-12, 1949.
20-911 Maying Expenses for Staff
The Chancellor asked the Board for clarification of 
its policy in regard to paying moving expenses. It was 
agreed that each request should be acted upon individually, 
but that in no instance should the payn^nt for expenses in­
curred in moving exceed $300,
History: En. July 3, 1946.
20*912 Tenure of Presidents
The Board voted that the presidents of all the high-
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er educational inetitutiona» with the exception of the 
president of the State University, remain in their present 
status and that at the expiration of President Simmons's 
present contract, July 1# 1940, the President of the State 
University have the same status as the other presidents. On 
question of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction 
as to what "the same status* signified, it was agreed that 
the presidents would continue as presidents until removed 
by action of the State Board of Education.
History; En, April 8, 1940
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CHAPTER 30-100 
ACADEMIC
Section
30-101 Course Study of the Flag
^-102 Eighth C^ade Examinations Eliminated
30-103 State Elementary Course of Study
^-104 High School Credit for Outside Work in Applied Music
30-103 Safe Driving Course (same as 20-101)
30-106 High School Credit for Correspondence Study
30-107 High School Equivalency Certificates or Diplomas
30-108 Credit to High School Students for Bible Study
30-109 Diplomas for Enlisting Seniors
30-110 Military Service Credit in High School
30-111 No Restrictions or Qualifications on 
Diplomas
30-101 Course Study of the Flag
The Department Secretary of the American Legion 
Auxiliary appeared before the Board In the interests of a 
Course Study of the Flag which had been prepared by the 
American Legion and its Auxiliary. She requested that the 
Board approve this course as a required part of the school 
curriculum. The State Board of Education approved this re­
quest and added that the course be put in printed form as 
soon as there were funds available for such printing.
Hi story s Eiu Sept* 11* 1939*
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30*152 Eighth Grad« Examinations Eliminated
The State Board of Education voted that the Depart* 
ment of Public Instruction was authorized to substitute for * 
the eighth grade examinations à self*evaluation system based 
on the self-evaluation booklet now being worked out by the 
State Department of Public Instruction.
HistorYS En. Oct. 5, 1925; Amd. Dec. 17, 1925; Amd. Sept. 11,1950.
30*103 State Elementary Course of Study
The State Board of Education approved the State 
Elementary Course of Study prepared under the direction of 
the State Superintendent of Public Instruction and the 
supervision of the Rural School Supervisor as presented and 
recommended to the Board.
History; En. Dec. 14, 1942.
30*104 High School Credit for Outside Work in Af^lied 
Music
The State Superintendent of Public Instruction pre­
sented the rules and regulations for giving credit to high 
school students for work done in the applied music field, 
and a written acceptance of this plan by the Executive 
Council of the Oreater University, signed by the Chancellor. 
The main points in the plan for applied music were that the 
teachers of applied music should be properly certified to 
teach applied music, having certificates equivalent to those 
certificates held by high school teachers of other academic
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and vocational aubjecta; that but two crédita be allowed 
and that theae credits be given in violin, piano and voice; 
that the final examination a for theae credits be under the 
direct supervision of the principal of the high school and 
that no pupil be allonmd to take work in applied music un­
til he or she has been recommended for this work by the 
high school principal*
' It was approved by the Board that music instruction
under private instructors as approved by the Executive Coun­
cil of the University of Montana be allowed credit in the 
accredited high schools*
Historvt En* Dec. 2, 1929*
30*105 Safe Driving Course
It was agreed that a course, consistent with the fa­
cilities of the school be given on safe driving in the 
eighth grade, and that a more intensified course be given 
in the high schools, and further, that in each of the in­
stitutions of higher learning a course in safe driving be 
given to train teachers for this course.
Historvt En. Sept. 16-17; 1946; ^md. Dec. 9*10, 1946. 
iAlso listed as 20-101 under University.#
30-106 High School Credit for Correspondence Study
A limited nundber of high school units not to exceed 
one in any one year can be earned through the State Super­
vised Correspondence Study School and will be accepted to­
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ward graduation in the high school in which the student is 
enrolled or in any other high school in the state. Taking 
correspondence work in the average high school should not 
become a regular practice (From Handbook for Secondary 
Schools for 1947, p. 5). Provided, however, that in any ex» 
ceptional cases the State Superintendent of Public Instruc* 
tion and the Director of the State Correspondence School may 
allow more than one unit to be taken during any one year.
History; En. as Amd. Dec. 8-9, 1947.
30-107 High School Equivalency Certificates or Diplomas
The following recommendations made by the High 
School Supervisor were approved by the State Board of Educa­
tion;
That the State Department of Public Instruction be 
authorized to issue high school equivalency certificates or 
diplomas to those veterans of our State who pass the General 
Educational Development Tests with a score of 35 or more, or 
■ an average of 45, providing that the State requireo»nt re­
lative to American History and Government has been met.
That the high school diplomas awarded to these 
veterans be signed by the Governor and the Superintendent of 
Public Instruction.
That the six units of the University of Montana, 
through their Departments of Education, be designated to 
give the General Educational Development Tests and evaluate 
them and that the veteran pay for the cost of the test.
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(Many of the veteran* will take the tests or have already 
taken thera at some Army center, y
Historvt En. July 8, 1946.
SOrlOS, Credit to High School Students for Bible Study
The State Superintendent submitted a plan for giving 
credit to îvigh school students for Bible Study* which was 
carried on outside of the school. The Michigan course of 
study would be used upon the recommendation of the Montana 
Ministerial Association. The teachers of Bible Study must 
have the equivalent qualifications of high school teachers* 
with special work in Bible Historys and these teachers must 
be certificated. Only one unit could be allowed for Bible - 
Study work toward high school graduation. In order for a 
student to earn one unit* he imist have a minimum of one 
hundred eighty forty-five minute recitations in Bible Study 
and he must successfully pass an examination in this work. 
This Bible Study work is to be entirely non-sectarian; and 
the questions for the examinations are to be made by a com­
mittee selected by the State Superintendent* which cormaittee 
will be coaqïosed of from three to five metdsers of the min­
istry* priesthood and rabbis of various faiths. Ho credit 
is to be given for less than half of this work* or that is* 
a student cannot earn less than a half-unit* nor can he earn 
more than one high school unit In Bible ^tudy. The State 
Superintendent stated that the North Central Association 
had approved of this plan; s W  also read a letter from the
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Chancellor of the Greater Uiivereity to the effect that his 
Executive Council had approved the plan. In 1921. the State 
Board had approved giving credit for Bible Study %ork; how- 
ever# at that time there was no very clearly defined plan 
as to how this was to be carried out.
The above was approved by the State Board of Educa­
tion, - .
,Historvt En. July 20, 1931.
30-109 Diplomas for Enlisting Seniors
The following recommendation was approved by the 
Board of Educations
That, seniors in high schools sho enlist and serve 
at least until the end of the academic school year be eli­
gible for graduation in their class in May or June.
iüSifflEX* En. Pec. 8, 1941.
30-110 Military Service Credit in High School
The State Board of Education apjaroved the following 
recommendations
It is recommended that accredited high schools be 
authorized to accept not more than two standard high school 
units of military service credit for work done by men while 
in the army. Work so accepted is to be duly certified by 
proper authority and to be accepted as elective credit, but 
only as military service credit. It is recommended that 
this regulation apply to the present year only, and that fur-
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th#r consideration be given by the Executive Council if 
there is demand for continuing such a regulation in effect*
History: En. April 14, 1941.
30*111 No Restrictions or Qualifications on Diplomas
The State Board of Education approved that no re­
striction or qualifications be attached to any diploma 
granted by a high school after the student had completed 
fifteen units of work.
History: En. July 14, 1942.
CHAPTER 30*200 
AOCREDITATIC^
Section
30*201 Standards to be Met by Elementary SchoolsSeeking to Qualify for Exemption from State Seventh and Eighth Grade Examinations
30-202 State High School Ratings
30*203 Violation of Miniimmi Enrollment Standards
30-204 Revision of Standards for Accrediting High 
Schools
30-205 Revision to Regulations Accrediting Montana 
High Schools
30*206 Revision to Handbook on Standard 8
30*207 Accrediting and Closing of the Isolated and 
Borderline High Schools
f
30-201 Standards to be Met by Elementary Schools Seeking to Qualify for Exemption from State Seventh and Eighth 
Grade Examinations
1, No school, except rural schools which require
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only nine months' terms, shall be accredited Wiich maintains 
a school term of fewer than 170 days net, excluding all va­
cations and holidays.
2. The school premises, building and equipment must 
conform to the standards set for a superior rural school and; 
must grade 90% perfect on these points.
3. The teacher in charge of the eighth grade must 
have at least a regular four-year high school education and 
two years of normal training, carrying at least 96 quarter 
credits or an equivalent amount of college or university 
work including 16 semester hours in education. At least 
three*fourths of the entire teaching corps of the elementary 
department of the system must comply with the same qualifi­
cations, and all teachers must be regularly certificated.
4. Only schools ranking well in teacher tenure, in 
discipline, instruction and general moral tone, as evidenced 
by the systematic inspection of any of the constituted au­
thorities, shall be accredited.
5. Schools having no supervision, other than that 
of the county superintendent of schools, shall follow the 
state course of study and the periods per week for each of 
the following subjects shall be fives Grammar and Composi­
tion, Reading, Arithmetic, History and Civics or fhysiology.
6. Schools meeting the requirements shall be accred­
ited for the current year at the meeting of the State Board 
next following their recommendation by a constituted author­
ity and will remain on the accredited list for that year.
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provided no standards are later violated.
7. No school shall be accredited unless the regular 
blanks furnished by the State Department for this purpose 
shall have been filled out and sent to the State Superln- 
tendent on or before the dates specified therein. All 
blanks shall call for training and tenure of teachers# daily 
program and number of minutes per week given to each subject.
History* En. Sept. 20» 19:%; Amd. Oct. 3# 1927; Amd. Dec. 16, 1927.-(See 30*» 102 in regard to Eighth Grade Examinations)
• 30-202 State High School Ratings
The following recommendations, presented by the 
secretary for the State High School Supervisor, were approved 
by the Board.
1. A  school will not be given probationary rating 
more than three successive years; the fourth year it will 
be either approved or dropped.
2. No school violating the same standard in two 
successive years will be retained on the probationary list 
unless satisfactory reason for the repetition of the viola­
tion is submitted in writing.
History* En. July 6, 1926.
30-203 Violation of mnirnurn Enrollment Standards
The Board approved that schools violating only 
standard 22 regarding minimum enrollment be placed on the 
probationary list,
I 6, 1926,
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.^"204 Revision of Standards for Accrediting High Schools 
Standard 9. The efficiency of instruction, the 
acquired habits of thought and study, the general intellec­
tual and moral tone of the school, and the co-operation be­
tween school and community are paramount features, and 
therefore, only schools which rank well in these particulars, 
as evidenced by rigid, thorough-going, sympathetic inspec­
tion, shall be considered eligible for accrediting.
Standard 13. A year's work in American history and 
government equivalent to one unit of credit is required of 
every high school accredited for three or four years. No 
student who has not earned one unit of credit in American 
history and govern^nt may graduate from a three or four 
year accredited high school. A two unit course In American 
history and Problems of American Democracy required in the 
eleventh and twelfth grades may be substituted for this re- 
quirement,
Standard 22. (Amended) After September 1, 1934, 
the State Board of Education will not fully accredit high 
schools in which the average daily attendance of eligible 
high school pupils fails to reach the following ;
Two year high school - 20 average daily attendance 
Four year high school - 40 average daily attendance 
Provided that in borderline schools such schools may present 
their cases in writing to the 5tate Board of Education at 
its April meeting each year, and at the ^ril meeting each 
such school will receive special consideration to determine
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the advisability of accrediting the work of such school, un­
less the school for cause be excused from such request. It 
was moved and voted that the foregoing be adopted.
History: En. July 11, 1927; Amd. Sept. 1933.
("Borderline** apparently indicates that there is some ques­tion as to vdiether school is Isolated or not.)‘ ■ ' '
.30-205 Revision to Regulations Accrediting Montana High Schools
The Board approved that a correction be made on 
page 8, paragraph **f" of the 1933 regulation for accrediting 
Montana high schools, adding the words "and minor" after 
the word "major", making the paragraph read as follows:
"Teachers shall not be assigned subjects outside of
'their major and minor fields of preparation in college." 
History: En. Jan. 20, 1934.
30-206 Revisions for Handbook on Standard 8
2. Omit paragraph 4 on page 6 of the Handbook.
3. Add the following paragraph "e" to "Standard 8—  
The Teaching Load* on page 10 of the Handbooks
•e. The number of years of accreditation granted
any high school shall also depend upon the record made by
each high school as shown through the reports and visitations
required by the State Superintendent of Public Instruction."
The above was approved by the Board of Education.
#
■History: En. July 14, 1942. . _ ^  ... .(Part 1 of the above is placed under Financial, 30-501. )
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Accrediting and Closing of the Isolated and «Border- line"* High Schools
The State Board of Education voted to give the De­
partment of Public Instruction authority to make decisions 
regarding accrediting and closing of the isolated and 
"borderline* high schools.
HistOTYS En. April 11-12, 1949.
CHAPim 30-300 
ATTENDANCE
30-301 Professional Meetings of Teachers Counted as Days Taught
30-302 Counting Holidays as Days Taught, 1948-1949
30-301 Professional Meetings of Teachers Counted as Days Taught
It was ruled that attendance at institutes and pro­
fessional meetings of teachers, including the annual conven­
tion of the Montana Education Association and the American 
Federation of Teachers, be counted as days taught in comput­
ing the average number belonging for the school year.
History: En. Sept. 23^24, 1949.
30-30^ Counting Holidays as Days Taught, 1948-1949
The Board approved a request of the State Superin­
tendent of IHiblic Instruction on a ruling that the schools
♦•Borderline* apparently means "near isolated,*
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«fould be allowed to count holiday» as days taught in the 
school year 1948-1949 in order to bring them as close as 
possible to .180 days, the nufdüer n^ich the law states they 
must divide by in computing the ANB, for' budgeting purposes 
for the 1949-1950 school year.
History: En. July 11-12, 1949.
CHAPTER dO-400 
CERTIFICATION
Section
30-401 General Information and Requirements for Certification
30-402 Elementary Certification
30-403 Secondary Certificates
30-404 Administrator's and Supervisor's Certificates
^-405 Limited Emergency Certification
30-406 County Certification Committees Re­established
30-407 Emergency Certificates
30-401 General information and Requirements for Certification 
GENERAL INFORMATION AND REQUmEAENTS FOR CERTIFICATION 
In 1949. the Montana Legislature repealed all sec­
tions of the code dealing with certification in Montana and 
enacted a new law that became effective July 1, 1949.
Stnjjxal lajâliflcations for All Teaçhggia
1. Applicants for certificates must be citizens of 
the United States. Except, those who may be enç>loyed as ex­
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change teachers from foreign countries who are approved an­
nually for employment, study, or research In the state of 
Montana.
2m The legal age for teaching In Montana Is be­
tween 13 and 70.
3. Health certificate Is required of all applicants
' *
showing they are free from tuberculosis or other communicable 
disease.
4. Must subscribe to the following oath; (Laws of 
Montana 1931)
solemnly swear (or affirm) that X will support the Constitution of the United States of America, the Constitution of the State of Montana and the laws of the United States and the State of Montana, and will, by precept and example, promote respect for the flag and the Institutions of the United States and the State of Montana, reverence for law and order and undivided allegiance to the Govern­
ment of the lAilted States of America.**
5. Out-of-state teachers must meet the same require­
ments as teachers who secured professional education In the 
state of Montana.
Responslblllti.6 al All IfcasteEB
1. Names— When applicants apply for certificates or 
for the extension or renewal of certificates, they should 
write their full names. If previous certification was Is­
sued in the maiden name of the applicant, her application 
should ^ o w  her maiden name as well as her married name. 
Otherwise, confusion, unnecessary correspondence and delay 
ensue. Such delays may deprive teachers of positions which 
they might otherwise have secured.
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2. Substitut^ lÊâ£i2Ê£â"*Tea€her6 who secure em~ 
ployment In any elementary or secondary school system in 
the state of Montana and teach for a period longer than ten 
days are required to meet the same requirements as a regu­
larly employed teacher.
3. aegisteripg teaching credential— Teachers must 
register their certificates at the beginning of each school 
year with their County Superintendent of Schools.
4 ; Salarv payments— Wo school board can legally pay 
a teacher %dio does not hold a valid certificate that has 
been registered with the County Superintendent of Schools, 
if she or he teaches longer than ten days.
5. Revocations— The State Board of Education has 
the legal authority of revoking certificates for just cause.
6. Fees— All applicants for certification to teach 
for the first time in Montana must pay a registration fee of 
two dollars, in addition to the sum of one dollar for each 
year of the validity of the certificate. A replacement of a 
lost certificate may be had for one dollar. Please send all 
fees by blue money order or bank draft. The grey postal note 
must not be used as it expires within sixty days and there
is often a longer delay before an application can be pro­
cessed and the certificate issued.
7. Salary scale— The state of Montana has no salary 
schedule established through Legislative dr State Board of 
Education action. The m A  scale is generally used as a basis.
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A.prospective teacher «hould submit an official 
transcript of college credits to the State Department of 
Public Instruction, Helena, Montana, for an evaluation and 
a statement as to his certification status In this state. 
Certification Is granted only upon transcripts. The credits 
upon which the out-of*state certificates are issued is 
through an evaluation in the light of Montana requirements.
In the ease of high school teachers «dio are apply­
ing individually with a school board, the applicant should 
submit his official transcript of credits from the higher 
institutions «diich he has attended and obtain the evaluation 
of these by the city superintendent showing the credits he 
is offering for his major and minor teaching areas, and also 
those in the educational and professional field. This eval*- 
uation is^by the superintendent or principal of the school 
system in %d%lch he expects to teach in Montana. If the high 
school credits are already on the college transcript it will 
not be necessary to secure a copy from the high school.
Mien an evaluation shows that the teacher is quali­
fied for a certificate in Montana, he may then, if he wishes, 
have the privilege of enrolling with the Teacher Placement 
Service, Unemployment Con^nsation Commission, Box 1723,
Mr. Sam Kain, Director, Helena, Montana, by writing to this 
address for enrollment blanks.
This service is maintained without charge. No re­
gistration is encouraged until the applicant meets the qual­
ifications for certification for the position he seeks*
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ig& Mnewals
1# Recency ̂  Credit^**Anv person graduating from 
a teacher^education training program, which la fully accred-^ 
ited* more than six years preceding the date of application 
for a certificateÿ and who has never held a Montana teacher's 
certificate and shows no credits since that date, must com­
plete at least 12 quarter hour credits in the educational 
and professional field in addition to meeting the specific 
requirements for the type of certificate desired.
2m Corre soondençe credi-^f— Onlv when unusual cir­
cumstances prevent attendance at caucus classes or extension 
courses will correspondence work constitute more than one#» 
fourth of the total number of credits required for renewing 
a certificate. However, anyone wishing to take such work 
for self-improvement or in-service training may do so for 
the benefit that will be derived.
3. Extension courses— Courses taught by an instruct­
or from a fully accredited teacher-educatlon training program 
during a school year may be presented on the same basis as 
residence credits for the purpose of renewing certificates.
4. Grade Points— In all cases where credits are 
presented for certification purposes it is required that 
there be at least an equal number of grade points.
5. Credits for trave 1. — Extemied educational 
travel, research, or outstanding experience and accon^lish- 
ment in specific fields, may be offered in lieu of academic 
credits by those who hold the bachelors ëftgXtS iB
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soi t##ghinq. Prior approval of such a program
must btt received from the State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction.
En, Dec. 14, 1931; Amd. April 11, 1932; Amd.July 8; "1935; Amd. April 14, 1941; Amd. July 14,
1941; Amd. "Replacement of Certificates".Sept. 23-24, 1949; Amd. M a r c h 1951.
30-402 Elementary Certification 
Elementary ^hool standard
1. Positions for which issued.
a. Teaching kindergarten and grades 1 through 8.
2. Validity.
T%vo-year certificate provided applicant has" the pattern of preparation for the five-year*
b. Five-year. No additional credits. Must show one year of successful teaching.
c. Renewable by presenting 36 quarter hours ap­plicable toward the bachelor's degree in elementary education. Example; if applicant received his two-year certificate (standard diploma) in JUne 1949, he may receive the 
five-year in 1951, which will be valid to 
1956.
It is recommended that part or all of these 36 quarter hours of required credits be earned during this interim of 7 years and not delayed until the expiration date of 1956 has 
been reached, and further certification is de­
sired.
3. Preparation.
a. The two-year standard diploma from a fully accredited teacher-educatlon training program. 
Must include courses in language arts, social studies, history, physical science, biological 
science, music, fine art, etc.
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b. Professional training from the following areas:Directed teaching.
Elementary techniques and methods.Child growth, development and psychology. History, philosophy, and sociology of education.
Guidance, etc.
4. Experience-preferred but not required.
Elementary Advanced Certificat».
1. Position for which issued.
a. Teaching kindergarten and grades 1 through 9.
b. Teaching grades 7-9 or grades 7-8-9 in any accredited junior high school.
2. Validity.
*
a. Two-year certificate provided applicant has the pattern of preparation for the five-year.
be Five-year. No additional credits. Must show one year of successful teaching.
c. Renewable indefinitely for five-year periods if 8 quarter hours of undergraduate or grad­
uate credits are presented each tin^.
3. Preparation.
a. The bachelor*# degree from an accredited te acher-educ at ion training institution.
b. Geieral Education— courses in language arts, history, social studies, physical science, biological science, music, fine arts, etc.
c. Professional training from the following areas:
Directed teaching.Elementary techniques and methods.Child growth, development and psychology. 
History, philosophy, and sociology of 
education.Mental Health and hygiene.
Guidance.Remedial reading and speech correction.
Etc.
4. Experience— preferred but not required.
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Elementary School Special
1. Position# for which Issued*
a* Teaching kindergarten and In grades 1 through 8,
2. Validity.
a* Two-year certificate provided applicant has the pattern of preparation for the five-year*
b* Five-year* No additional credits. Must show one year of successful teaching*
c. Renewable. (See EIÆÆNTARY SCHOOL STANDARD, para, para
3. Preparation
* c) (See ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ADVANCED, cj
a* Two-year standard diploma or the bachelor's degree from a fully accredited teacher- educatlon training institution.
b* Will qualify to teach kindergarten, fine arts# music# physical education or any other spe­cial subject or field from which special cer­tification may be required.
4. Experience— preferred but not required.
Validity M
All two- and five-year certificates shall expire 
after the first issue to any person two and five years from 
July 1# nearest such date of issue. The date of issue is 
understood to be the date the applicant began teaching in 
Montana and not the date the certificate was issued, for 
there is often delay before the clerical work in issuing a 
certificate can be done*
This regulation applies to applicants trained in
this or in any other state.
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Elementary Certificates
1. Positions for which issued^
a* Teaching in grades 1 through 8.
2. Validity.
a. One year, Dated from one July to the next.
b. Renewable by presenting at least 12 quarter hours of credits leading toward the standard' two-year diploma.
3. Preparation.
a. Graduation from a fully accredited four-year high Lschool.
b. Two years of work from a fully accredited teacher-educatlon training institution in ̂elementary preparation. (96 quarter hours)
4. Experience— preferred but not required.
The State Board of Education reserves the right to 
refuse any emergency certificate to any applicants who are 
not the holders of the diploma from at least the two-year 
course of a teacher-educatlon training program when con­
ditions warrant such refusal.
The request for an emergency certificate for any 
teacher must come from the County Superintendent of the 
County in «dilch the teacher is needed, and only after every 
effort has been made to secure the services of a teacher who 
holds at least the standard two-year diploma.
Life Certificates
None will be issued beyond 1955. For n»re informa­
tion please request a directive by writing direct to the 
'• ■
office in Helena.
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SL BOlred State Certificate»
An elementary state certificate that has expired 
previous to 1949 can be renewed by the presentation of at 
least 8 quarter hour credits earned during the past six 
years from an accredited college or university.
H4.stQrvs Amds, July 8, 1935; Amds. »tJLfe Certificates", Sept. 23-24, 1949; mrch 20, 1951,
30-403 Secondary Certificates
^Oagâi Teachioq CggjIficates dard Gene
1. Positions for which issued.
a. Teaching grades 7 through 12 in any public school.
b. Teaching grades 7-8 or grades 7-8-9 in any accredited junior high school.
2. Validity.
a. Two-year certificate provided applicant has the pattern of preparation for the five-year.
b. Five-year. Ho additional credits. Must show one year of successful teaching.
c. Renewable indefinitely for five-year periods if 8 quarter hours of undergraduate or grad­
uate credits are presented each time. It is recommended that this be work toward the 
master*8 degree.
3. Preparation.
a. Bachelor*s degree from a fully accredited teacher-educatlon training institution.
b. A minimum of 45 quarter hours in a major 
teaching field usually taught in Montana 
high schools.
c. A minimum of 30 quarter hours in a minor teaching field usually taught in Montana 
high schools.
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d. Educational and Professional training— 24 quarter hours from the following areasf
Prerequisite— general psychology
Required courses**Educational Psychology 
Principles of Secondary Education Secondary School Teaching Procedure Observation and Practice Teaching
Elective courses to make up the 24 quarterhours. Wide choice of subjects,
e. Experience— preferred but not required.
1. position for which Issued.
a. Teaching grades 7 through 12 in any public school.
b. Teaching grades 7-8, or grades 7-8-9 in any accredited junior high school.
2. Validity.
- a. Two-year certificate provided applicant has the pattern of preparation for the five-year.
b. Five-year, No additional credits. Must show one year of successful teaching,
c. Renewable indefinitely for five-year periods 
if 8 quarter hours of undergraduate or grad-_ uate credits are presented each time.
3. Preparation.
s. Meets pattern of preparation for the Second­
ary school Standard General.
b. in addition, 1 year {3 quarters) of post­baccalaureate training in educational and 
professional training.
c. Experience— preferred but not required, 
secondary Special
1. Position for which issued.
a. Teaching grades 1 through 12 in any public 
school.
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2. Validity.-
«• Two-^year cartificate provided applicant ha* the pattern of preparation for the five-year.
b« Five-year. No additional credit*. Akist show one year of *ucce**ful teaching.
c. Renewable indefinitely for five-year period* if 8 quarter hours of undergraduate or grad­uate credits are presented each time. It is recommended that this be work toward the master's degree, if applicant does not have one,
3. Preparation.
a. Bachelor's degree from a fully accredited teacher-educatlon training institution.
b. A minimum of 45 quarter hours in any special field such as agriculture, home economics, industrial arts, commercial subjects, physi­cal education, music, fine arts, radio, tele? vision, or such other special fields as the needs of the schools may from time to time require, including service as school libra­rian and school nurse,
c. No teaching minor required.
d. Educational and Professional training— 24 
quarter hours from the following areas*
Prerequisite— general psychology
Required courses—Educational Psychology Principles of Secondary Education Secondary School Teaching Procedure Observation and Practice Teaching
Elective courses to make up the 24 quar­
ter hours. Wide choice of subjects.
e. This certificate may also be granted to anyone who presents unusual preparation or may have 
made an outstanding record in some particular 
technical field that is recognized by the State Department as being sufficient for in­
structing boys and girls in the public school* 
of the state. Discretion of State Board of 
Education.
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4. Experience— preferred but not required.
Sassxil yaUsUte Certificate.
All t$K»- and five-year certificate, shall expire 
after the first issue to any person two and five years 
from July 1* nearest such date of issue. The date of issue 
is understood to be the date the applicant began teaching 
in Montana and not the date the certificate was issued, for 
there is often delay before the clerical work in issuing a 
certificate can be done.
This regulation applies to applicants trained in 
this or la any other state.
These will not be issued as long as there are unem­
ployed high school teachers Wio do have the pattern of pre­
paration that is required for high school teaching. In 
extreme cases, consideration might be given in certain spe­
cialized fields and each case will be considered on its in­
dividual merits. This will be determined through State 
Board of Education action. 
lUSL
None will be issued beyond 1955. For more informa­
tion, please request a directive by writing direct to the 
office in Helena.
sl S-tala
A secondary state certificate that has expired pre­
vious to 1949 can be renewed by the presentation of at least 
8 quarter hour credits from an accredited college or univer­
sity earned during the past six years.
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Certification of Counselor^
The part-time counselor or full time counselor shall 
be a college graduate, certified to teach, and have at least 
15 quarter hours in the following subjects:
Principles and Practices in Guidance| Occupational 
and Educational Information for Guidance; Techniques of 
Counseling; First Principles of Mental Hygiene; Tests and 
Measureiaents or Aptitude Testing; Case Study Techniques; 
Abnormal Psychology; Clinical Psychology; Psychology of 
Childhood and Adolescence; Personality Adjustment; Elemen­
tary Statistics; and Supervised Counseling Experience.
Work experience other than teaching is recommended. 
The Advisory Committee on Guidance has recommended that all 
teachers take Principles and Practices of Guidance.
Hlstorva Amds. April 21-22, 1947; Amds. •Life Certificates", Sept. 23-24, 1949; Amd. March 20, 1951.
30-404 Administrator * s and Supervisor's Certificates 
Principal, sd. El.m8nt.rY
1. Position for Wiich issued.
a. Applicant must devote one-half or more of his time to supervision and administration in an 
elementary school in grades 1 through 9.
2. Validity.
a. Two-year certificate provided applicant has the pattern of preparation for the five-year,
b. Five-year. Must show one year of successful 
teaching. No additional credits,
3. Preparation.
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a. MastarU degree In education. Must hold or be eligible for an elementary school ad­
vanced certificate, or an equivalent valid certificate issued before July 1, 1949,
b. Professional training— 15 graduate quarter hours in education, including at least 8 
quarter credits in courses specifically de­signated as elementary education. Must in­clude the following:
(1) Specific GRACHMTE courses in general school administration and in elementary school administration.
C2) At least one specific GRADUATE course in elementary school curriculum or one in school supervision appropriate to the elementary school level,
(3) A basic course in student personnel (guidance),
(4) A course in education sociology, history of education or philosophy of education.
c. Three years teaching experience on the ele­mentary and/or secondary teaching level; provided, however, that the experience quali­fication shall not be required of an api^icant, who holds the position of elementary school principal at the time of the adoption of these 
rules.
d. These rules apply only to those who can quali­fy for the admini strator's certificate at this time. Until July 1954, persons applying for administrative positions and school boards 
considering applicants may sign contracts, without regard to the administrator* s certifi­cate, provided the candidate has the required number of years of experience for the position 
and nwets other requirements of both State and regional accreoiting associations. After July 1, 1954» anyone signing a contract for the position of elementary principal must have 
the administrator's certificate, unless after that date he stays on in the same administra­tive position he holds on July 1, 1954, (How­
ever, regional accrediting regulations may make it necessary for the administrator to hold the administrator's certificate from 
1954 on,)
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EctPStBSlA sL Secondary Schoolg
1. Position for which issued.
a. Applicant must devote one-half or more of his time to supervision and administration in a secondary school.
2. Validity.
a. Two-year certificate provided applicant has the pattern of preparation for the five-year.
b. Five-year. Must show one year of successful teaching. No additional credits.
3. Preparation.
a. Master's degree in education or a field com­monly taught in high school. Be eligible or hold the secondary standard or secondary ad­vanced certificate, or an equivalent valid 
certificate issued prior to July 1, 1949.
b. Professional training— 15 graduate quarter hours in education, including at least eight quarter credits in courses specifically de­signated as secondary education, and must in­
clude the following:
(1) Specific GRADUATE courses in general school administration and in secondary school administration.
(2) At least one specific GRADUATE course in secondary school curriculum or one in school supervision appropriate to 
the secondary school level.
(3) A basic course in student personnel 
(guidance).
(4) A course in educational sociology, his­
tory of education or philosophy of 
education.
c. Ihree years teaching experience on the ele­mentary and/or secondary teaching level; pro­
vided, however, that the experience qualifi­cation shall not be required of an applicant 
who holds the position of secondary school 
principal at the time of the adoption of 
these rules.
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d. These rules apply only to those who can 
qualify for the administrator's certificate at this time. Ikitll July 1954» persons ap­plying for administrative positions and school boards considering applicants may 
sign contracts» without regard to the admin* Istrator^s certificate» provided the candi­
date has the required number of years of ex­perience for the position and meets other re* quireaents of both State and regional accred­iting associations. After July 1, 1954» any­one signing a contract for the position of secondary principal must have the administra­tor's certificate» unless after that date he Stays on in the same administrative position he holds on July 1» 1954. (However» regional 
accrediting regulations may make it necessary for the administrator to hold the administra­tor's certificate from 1954 on.)
District Superintendents
1. Position for idiich issued.
a. Applicant must devote one-half or more of his time to supervision and administration of a 
public school system.
2. Validity
a. Two-year certificate provided applicant has the pattern of preparation for the five-year.
b. Five-year. Must show one year of successful 
teaching. No additional credits.
3. Preparation.
a. Master's degree in Education or in a field commonly taught in high school» and be eli­gible for or hold any one of the following 
certificatess
(1) Elementary jsdvanced Certificate
(2) Secondary School Standard General Cer­
tificate.
(3) Secondary School Advanced Certificate
(4) Or» an equivalent valid certificate is­
sued prior to July 1, 1949.
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b* Professional training— 24 graduate quarter 
hours in education, with at least 12 grad­uate credits specifically in the field of elementary education if the applicant does not hold a valid elementary school teaching 
certificate, and 12 graduate credits spe­cifically in the field of secondary education 
if the applicant does not hold a valid sec­ondary school teaching certificate. Must includes
(1) Specific GRADUATE courses in general school administration and in school finance.
(2 ) At least two GRADUATE courses in school curriculum and/or school supervision.
(3) A basic course in student personnel (guidance).
(4 ) A course in education sociology, history of education or {^losophy of education.
c# Five years (three years intthird class dis­tricts) of successful teaching experience in either or both elementary or secondary schools; provided, however, that the experience quali­fication shall not be required of an appli­
cant who holds the position of district super­intendent on the date of adoption of these 
rules.
d. These rules apply only to those who can quali­fy for the administrator's certificate at 
this time. Until July 1954, persons apply­ing for administrative positions and school boards considering applicants may sign con­
tracts, without regard to the administrator’s certificate, provided the candidate has the 
required nunber of years of experience for the position and meets other requirements of both State and regional accrediting associa­
tions. After July 1, 1954, anyone signing a contract for the position of district super­intendent must have the administrator’s cer­
tificate, unless after that date he stays on in the same administrative position he holds on July 1, 1954. (However, regional 
accrediting regulations may make It necessary 
for the administrator to hold the adminis­
trator’s certificate from 1954 on,)
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1, Position for which issued,
a. Applicant must devote one-half or more of his time in supervision of a specific subject area or division of a public school system,
2, Validity,
a. Two-year certificate provided applicant has the pattern of preparation for the five-year*
b. Five-year, AWst show one year of successful teaching* No additional credits,
3, Preparation,
a. Master*s degree in education or in the field which he is qualified to supervise, and must hold or be eligible for a valid certificate appropriate to the field or fields which he is to supervise.
b. Professional training— 15 GfWXJATE quarter hours in supervision# curriculum, and methods of teaching in the fields or divisions to be supervised,
c. Three years of teaching experience in either the elementary or the secondary schools,
d. Same as *d* above.
History: Amd. July 8# 1935; AiW, March 20# 1951.
30-405 limited Emergency Certification
Each county superintendent was empowered to appoint 
a county certification committee composed of two regularly 
certified teachers# two board members and one school admin­
istrator, The county superintendent »K>uld be chairman of 
the committee but would have no vote. This committee would 
then go over certification applications in their county and 
evaluate them according to training# experience and personal
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qualifications* choosing the one or ones to receive a 
^Limited Emergency Certificate*. The State Superintendent 
stated that this was an emergency measure and that she would 
like to have the Board's approval of her action in instigat­
ing these County Committees of Certification.
The ^ard approved the action.
History: En. Sept. 23-24* 1949.iSee 30—406)
^-406 County Certification Committees Re-established
In line with the teacher shortage problem brought on 
because of the Korean situation* the State Superintendent
stated her office had been forced to set up County Certifi-'
cation Committees for the third class districts similar to 
those set up last year. The Board approved this policy of 
setting up the County Certification Cowalttees to meet the 
present emergency.
En. Sept. 23-24* 1949; re-en. Sept. 11* 1950.
See 30-405)
-^-407 Emergency Certificates
' The Board approved the action of the State Superin­
tendent in not issuing any now emergency certificates to 
persons with less than two years of training and of not re* 
newing old emergency certificates upless the persons had gone 
to swamer school and earned the proper number of credits 
for renewal.
History: En. July 10-11* 1950. ___
ils this amended by 30-401* 30-402 and ^-4037)
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CmPTER a)-500 
FINANCIAL
§S£.U9X\
30-501 Eligible High School Students to Share in County-Wide High School Tax and for Budgeting
30-502 Cost of Nine Months 10-Pupil Schools
30-503 Equalization
30-504 State Equalization Percentage
30-505 State Equalization Aid
30-506 Authority to Sign Vouchers and Indian Tuition Doctxoents
30-507 Cash Balance Used to Reduce School District Levy
30-508 ANB - How Figured Wiien Schools are Closed 
by Storms* Epidemics# etc.
30-509 General Fund Cash Reserve Used to Cash 
Warrants
30-501 Eligible High School Students to Share in County- Wide High School Tax and for Budgeting
1. Substitute the following for Policy 5 on page 5
of the Handbooks
•5. Eligible Hioh School Students. Eligible high
school pupils to be counted to share in the apportionment of
the county-wide high school tax and for budgeting are those
pupils who are*
a. Eighth grade graduates
b. In attendance at least 40 days: 
c* Under 21 years of age
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d, Ar* accredited for less than four years of high school work,*
History» En. July 14, 1942
30-502 Cost of Nine #4onths 10-Pupil School
The State Superintendent recommended that the length 
of term should be nine months and the cost of a 10-pupil 
school be $1,000.; and that if the district complied with 
the provisions of Chapter 132 (An act to Amend Sec. 1201.3, 
Revised Codes of Montana, 1935, relating to the common 
school equalization fund and distribution thereof), the needy 
rural district would be equalized up to this proportionate 
amount depending on the enrollment, millage, taxable valua* 
tion of the district, county and state apportionment, and 
any other revenue the district may be able to produce. The 
motion was approved by the Board.
History: En. July 14, 1941.
30-503 Equalization (REPEALED)
The State Superintendent reported for the State De­
partment of Public Instruction on Transportation and Equal­
ization, requesting that the following recommendations be 
approved:
2. Equalization— That the amount for each school in 
the needy district be equalized up to $1200. per school of 
ten (10) children; the smaller schools a direct proportion
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of $1500., according to enrollment, a« stated In the Law, 
Chapter 113, Section 1201*1201.3, inclusive,*
The Board voted that the schedule be accepted.
^istorvg En, December 14, 1942.
30*!M)4 State Equalization Percentage
The State Superintendent moved that the State Equal*' ' ' .
ization Percentage be set at 90%, but that the State Depart­
ment be given the right to raise this percentage in the 
light of new foundation program or revenue estimates in the 
next few weeks. The motion was carried by the Board,
Historvi En, July 11-12, 1949.
30-505 State Equalization Aid
The State Superintendent requested that the State . 
Board, acting under Section 6, Chapter 199, Laws of 1949, 
rule that all schools, in order to receive state and county 
equalization aid, must upon receiving that aid, levy suf­
ficient funds on the district in order to bring the total 
at least equal to the foundation program. The Board voted 
its approval,
Mstorvg En. July 11-12. 1949, •
30-506 A4ithority to Sign Vouchers and Indian Tuition 
Documents
The Board voted that the State Superintendent of 
Public Instruction was authorized to sign vouchers and other
^Repealed by C hapter 199 , law s o f 1949,
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Zndian tuition document* for the State Board of Education.
Hi Storys En. Sept. 23-24» 1949.
30-507 Cash Balance Used to Reduce School District Levy 
It was voted that each school district be directed 
to use any cash balance in its general fund on July 1» 1950 
to reduce the levy necessary to secure the full foundation 
program after the district» county and state have made 
their contributions» subject to the approval of the Attorney 
General. (At the meeting of the State Board of Education 
held on April 10-11» 1950» the State Superintendent reported 
that the Attorney General had given his approval to this 
procedure and had even gone further by allowing districts to 
use this cash balance to lessen the need for a levy allowed 
without a vote over the foundation program for high schools. )
f ' '
Historv: En. Dec. 14» 1949; Confirmed by Attorney General,
April 10-11» 1950»
30-508 ANB - How Figured Mien Schools are Closed by Storms, 
Epidemics, etc.
The Board voted that the State Superintendent be em­
powered to make Whatever adjustments that the circumstances 
require in matters of this kind in an emergency situation, 
provided, however, that schools make every attempt to make up 
this lost time up until June 1st of the current school year.
Historv: En. April 10-11» 1950.
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30-509 General Fund Cash Reserve Used to Cash Warrants
The Board was asked for a ruling whereby the general
, „ - , - ,
fund cash reserve could be used to cash warrants for the re­
tirement budgets, transportation budgets, and any other 
budget the district may have. The Board concurred in the 
request that if at all possible a workable plan be devised 
whereby this general fund reserve could be used for other 
budgets of the school district.
History: En. April 10-11, 1950.
CHAPTER 30-600 
MISCEIXANEOl®
Section
30-601 Authorization of High School Journalism Week
30-602 Disposal of 0» S« Y. A. Tools and Equipment
30-60j> Authorization of High School Journalism Week
Item 13414, Authorization of a High School Journalism Week to be Sponsored by the Montana Inter scholastic Editorial Association and the School of Journal­
ism of Montana State University
That, the Montana Interscholastic Editorial Associa­
tion be authorized to hold a High School Journalism Week at 
Montana State University during the 1950 Sumner Session and
r
in subsequent summers.
History% En. April 10-11, 1950.
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i22r.&̂iiS Disposal of O# S« Y. A* Tools snd Equipment
The Board approved that the Title of O. S. Y. A,* 
tools and equipment, including cannery equipment, be trans­
ferred from the State Board of Education to the local Boards 
of Education,
History:3En. Sept. 23-24, 1949.
CHAPTm 30-700 
SCHOLARSHIPS
{Since High School Honor Scholarships are awarded by the 
University of Montana, data pertaining to them will be 
found under 20-800. All other scholarships are listed under 
20-800 also.)
CHAPTER 30-800 
TRANSPORTATION
Section
30-801 Provision for Paying up to One-Half of 
Bus Contracts
30-802 Transportation Cost to Counties and Districts Unable to Contribute Themselves
30-803 Uniform Rates for Both Elementary and High School Pupils when Figuring State Percentage
30-804 Qualifications for Bus Drivers
30-805 Bus Specifications.
^-801 Provision for Paying up to One-Half of Bus Contracts 
The Board approved the provision of paying one-half
*Out of School Youths and Adults
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of the hue contracts up to amounts not to exceed one-half 
of the State Schedule*
History: En. July 12» 1937.
30-802 Transportation Cost to Counties and Districts Unable to Contribute themselves
The Board voted that these counties# together with 
the districts in the named counties# be designatéd as extra­
ordinary cases and be entitled to the state’s share of the 
transportation even though the county or district could not 
pay the local part of the cost of transportation.
Historv: En. July 14# 1941.
e
30-803 Uniform Rates for Both Elementary and High School Pupils when Figuring State Percentage
The following recosasendatlon was approved by the 
State Board of Educations
1. 'Transportation— The same schedule (Transportation 
Law# p. 34# 35 and 36# passed 1941) be used when figuring 
the State’s percentage of the transportation for both Ele­
mentary and High School pupils. (Section 12001, paragraph 
•c* of adapter 112 states that "The State Board, of Education 
of Montana shall fix and promulgate a uniform schedule of 
rates for the transportation of pupils to and from the pub­
lic schools of this State. •) This is for the State Funds.
History: En. Dec. 14# 1942.
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30*804 Qualifications of Bus Drivers
The Board approved that driver classification be 
set up by and with the cooperation of the Highway Patrol 
. and be added to the regulations now in force*
History: En. April 11-12, 1949.
'
30*805 Bus Specifications
On motion duly made, seconded and carried, the fol­
lowing bus specifications were adopted (under provisions of 
Chapter 183 of the laws of the 30th legislative Assembly of 
the State of Montana):
i m  m  s m s s m
storage battery^ as established by the manufactureras 
rating, shall be of sufficient capacity to care for starting, 
lighting, signal devices# heater, and other electrical equip­
ment. No bus shall be equipped with a battery of less than 
120 ampere-hours measured at twenty-hour rate. Battery shall 
be mounted outside body shell, preferably under hood in an 
adequate carrier and readily accessible for servicing and re­
moval from above or outside.
Brakes
Four-wheel brakes, adequate at all times to control 
the bus Wien fully loaded, shall be provided.
1. Foot or service brake shall be capable of stopping 
the complete unit (i.e. wet chassis weight— chassis with full 
tank of gas, oil and water— plus body weight, plus driver’s
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weight» without pupils) from the initial brake application 
within 22 feet Wien driven at a speed of 20 mile# per hour 
over a dry level road having approximately ,6 coefficient of 
friction and when surface is free from loose materials.
This stopping ability to be determined by test with an ap­
proved decelerometer or other instrument which indicates 
brake effectiveness in units that are convertible into rate 
of deceleration.
2» Hand or emergency brake shall be of the hand 
lever type and shall be manually operated. It shall be pro­
vided in addition to the service brake» or shall be an en­
tirely separate mechanic ad. operating mechanism to be con­
nected at least to the rear service brake shoes. It shall 
be capable of stopping the complete unit (i.e. wet chassis 
weight, plus body weight, plus driver*s weight, without pu­
pils) from the initial brake application within 50 feet
when driven at a speed of 20 miles per hour over a dry level
road having approximately .6 coefficient of friction and 
Wiose surface is free from loose materials. This stopping 
ability is determined by testing with an approved decelero­
meter or other instrument which indicates brake effective­
ness in units that are convertible into rate of deceleration.
3. In the event that a school bus shall be equipped 
with air or vacuum actuated power or assistor type brakes:
a. Any such Installation must be made by an au­
thorized representative of chassis or brake
manufacturer and must be in conformance with
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the recommendation of that manufacturer.
b. Hydraulic Line Pressure may not exceed re- 
eosmiendation of chassis manufacturer.
c. Every vacuum booster or air system must be 
equipped with a reserve tank of not less 
than It000 cubic inches capacity
Bumpers
1. Front Bumper shall be furnished by the chassis 
manufacturer as part of the chassis. ïhe front bumper must 
be of sufficient strength to permit the pushing of a vehicle 
of equal gross vehicle weight without permanent distortion 
to busqper* chassis or body.
2. Rear bunqper shall be furnished and secured to 
rear Chassis frame by body manufacturer and so designed as 
to prevent hitching of rides and obtaining a tow hold. The 
rear bumper shall be of sufficient strength to permit the 
fully loaded vehicle being pushed without permanent dietor- 
tion to buoqper, chassis or body.
■Exhaust Pipe
Exhaust pipe, muffler and tail pipe shall be outside 
the bus body and attached to the chassis frame. The exhaust 
tail pipe shall be deflected slightly downward at the rear 
end and extend at least three inches beyond the chassis frame, 
but not beyond the rear bunyper.
The exhaust pipe shall be properly insulated from 
the gasoline tank and connections thereof by a metal shield 
at any point where it is twelve inches or less from tank or 
connections.
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The gasoline tank shall be aounted, filled and 
vented outside the body, and shall not be filled Wille carry* 
ing passengers.
Oenexator
The generator shall have a maximum output of not 
less than 25 amperes. It shall be voltage and current con­
trolled and shall be capable of delivering 25 amperes from 
a speed of 20 miles per hour or more.
The Instrument panel shall be equipped with speedo­
meter showing speed and odometer giving accrued mileage, am­
meter, oil pressure gauge, water temperature Indicator and 
gasoline gauge. The Instrument panel shall have light of 
sufficient candle power to illuminate all instruments, and 
all Instruments shall be maintained in good working order.
Ipjd
inie gross weight of the vehicle when fully loaded 
(i.e. wet weight, plus the driver*s weight, plus weight of 
maximum pupil load) shall not exceed the maximum gross ve­
hicle weight rating of the vehicle as established by the 
manufacturer’s rating. These ratings shall be furnished In 
duplicate by the manufacturer to the State Department of 
Public Instruction.
Bus must be so geared and powered as to be capable 
of surmounting a 3 per cent grade at 20 miles per hour with
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full. load on continuous pull.
To meet the above specifications, the loaded gross 
weight of the bus shall not exceed 400 lbs., per certified 
net horsepower.
1. Specifications— See 1751.4 B.OA, 1935, as amended 
by Chapter 184, laws of 1939.
2. Every vehicle shall have a spare tire which shall 
be suitably mounted in an accessible location. All tires 
on the vehicle shall be interchangeable.
THE BODY
Aisle
The aisle specifications shall be as follows;
The minimum clearance of all aisles, including the
aisle leading to the emergency door, shall be 12 inches, 
which shall be maintained at all times.
See 1751.2, et seq. ROM, 1935, as amended by Chapter
184, Laws of 1939. 
ââsks
Book Racks, if Installed, shall be provided above 
side windows from front cross seat to rear body wall. Racks 
shall be free of projections likely to cause injury.
Ceiling shall be free of all projections likely to 
cause injury to pupils. This standard is not intended in any
I
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way to require the use of an inner lining beneath the roof 
bows»
Construction
Construction shall be all steel or of other metal 
with a strength at least equivalent to all steel as certi­
fied by the bus body manufacturer, provided that the use of 
station wagon type vehicles of factory-made wood and steel 
construction is hereby permitted upon approval by the Mon­
tana Highway Patrol.
PefMitPK*
Defrosters must be of sufficient capacity to keep 
the windshield clear of fog, ice and snow. This may be done 
by use of fans or may take heat directly from an approved 
heater.
itesss
The following specifications shall apply to doors 
on school busses with a capacity of eighteen or more passen­
gers;
1. Service DoorI
a. Service door shall be manually operated and 
of the hand lever type, under the control of 
the driver and so designed as to prevent ac­
cidental opening.
b. Service door shall be located on right side 
near the front of the bus. At least two- 
thirds of its opening width shall be ahead of 
a point opposite the back of the driver’s seat
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c« doox sh&XX have a fnXtiXssuiB horXzon^aX
opening of 24 Inchea clearance,
d. Service door shall be of folding type. If 
one leaf opens in and the other out, the 
front leaf shall open outward.
e. lower panels as well as upper panels shall 
be of safety glass to permit driver to see 
children who are waiting to enter bus, and 
the ground wAere children step off.
f. Vertical closing edges of door shall be 
equipped with rubber or riÜDberized materials 
to protect children's fingers*
g. There shall be no door at the left of the 
driver.
2. Emergency Doors;
a. Emergency door shall be located in center of 
rear of the bus.
b. Emergency door shall have a minimum horizon­
tal clearance of 24 inches, a minimum verti­
cal height of 43 inches, and shall be marked 
•EMERGENCY OOCR* on the inside and outside.
Cm Emergency door shall be equipped with a 
fastening device sdiich may be quickly re­
leased, but so designed as to offer protec­
tion against accidental release. Control 
from driver's seat shall not be permitted. 
Provision for opening from the outside shall
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consist of a non-d«tachable device of 
such design as to prevent "hitching* but 
permit opening when necessary*
d. Emergency door shall be hinged on the right 
side of the body, shall open outward, and 
shall be designed to open from both inside 
and outside of the bus#
e. There shall be no steps leading to the emer­
gency door.
f* Glass used in the emergency door shall be
safety glass.
g. Ko seat or other object shall be so placed
in the bus as to restrict the passage to the 
emergency door to less than 13 inches.
3, The operator of every vehicle used as a school
bus, for the transportation of children, shall see to it 
that no child alights from the left hand side of his vehicle 
while it is parked on any highway, street or alley in the 
state of ftontana. 
liiSL BsllDrnWgra
Each bus shall be equipped with a fire extinguisher 
of a type and size approved by Underwriters* laboratories. 
Inc., mounted in an accessible place with full view, and 
kept properly filled and in satisfactory operating condition 
at all times. 
first Aid M l
Each bus shall carry a dustproof first aid kit
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mounted In an accessible place in full view and approved by 
the Montana Highway Patrol# and the driver shall be instruct­
ed in its use* The kit shall be kept fully equipped and in 
good condition.
Floor
Floor shall be of metal at least equal in strength 
to 14 gauge steel and so constructed that exhaust gases can­
not enter bus* Floor shall be of non-skid metal or a fire- 
resistant# nonslipping surface may be applied to the metal 
floor. All closures between the bus body and the entire 
compartment shall be fitted with gaskets Wilch will effective­
ly prevent gas from entering the body.
fWit ghimM:
All vehicles used for the transportation of school 
children shall be provided with adequate frost shields on 
rear «findows and on the forward windows dn both sides of 
the driver during periods Wien freezing smather may be ex­
pected*
Heaters shall be of the hot water type and shall be 
capable of maintaining an inside temperature of 50® Fahren­
heit in zero weather.
1. For the purposes of identification of school 
buses with a capacity of eighteen or more passengers:
a. With the exception of fenders and trim# school 
bus bodies including hood# cowl and roof shall
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be painted National School Bue Chrome,
b. The fenders and body trim, if used, shall 
be black.
c* School bus bodies shall bear the words
•SCTKXi. BUS* in black letters at least four 
inches high on both the front and rear of 
the body or on sign attached thereto. 
dm *STOP ON SIGNAL* may be painted on the rear 
of the bus. The words "STOP* by itself 
shall not be used.
2. For the purposes of identification of school 
buses with a capacity of less than eighteen passengers, 
the words *SCHCX:^ BUS* shall be painted on a sign attached 
to both the front and rear of the vehicle and the words 
•STOP ON SIGNAL* shall also be painted on the sign to be 
attached on the rear of the bus.
a. %ien any school bus shall not be used for 
the transportation of school children but 
shall operate on the highways of âtontana 
for personal use or for private hire, the 
words «SCHOOL BUS* and "STOP CN SIŒAL* shall 
be covered.
The Inside body height of school buses with a capa­
city of eighteen or more passengers shall be 66 Inches, 
measured at the longitudinal center from the back of the 
first row of seats to back of next to the last row of seats#
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ŷ lghts and Signals
1. Headlights; Each vehicle used for the trans­
portation of school children shall be equipped with head­
lights, extra bulbs and fuses. Lights shall be of proper 
intensity and adjustment to meet the requirements of Section 
1753, RCM 1935 and Section 8 (12) and (29), Chapter 199,
Laws of 1943,
2. Tail and Stop Lights: Each bus with a capacity 
of eighteen or more passengers shall be equipped with two 
atop lights emitting a red light plainly visible from a dis­
tance of 250 feet to the rear and mounted one on each side 
not less than 20 or more than 45 inches from surface on 
which the vehicle stands.
3. Interior Lights: Interior lights shall be pro­
vided which adequately illuminate interior aisles and step- 
wells.
4. Directional Signals: Each vehicle used for the 
transportation of school children shall be equipped with 
directional signals that meet the Society of Automotive En­
gineers* specifications and signify intention and direction 
of turn. Signal must be given continuously during at least 
the last 100 feet before the turn is made.
5. Stop Lights: Flashing stop lights are recom­
mended,
r-
6. Flags and Flares:
a. Each school bus shall carry at all times 
three red flags and means for mounting for
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U88 In warning traffic In the «vent of pro­
longed stops on the highway*
b. Buses that are operated at night must carry 
at least two oil-burning or electric flares, 
or two reflectors to be displayed continu­
ously in event of prolonged stop. 011- 
burnlng flares must be carried In leak-proof 
metal box or carried outside body compart­
ment.
c. All flags and flares shall be approved by 
the Montana Highway Patrol.
7. Stop Signal Axm: Each bus with a capacity of
eighteen or more passengers shall be equipped with stop 
signal arm constructed of substantial material and so de­
signed as to facilitate operation by the bus driver while 
driving the bus. The stop signal arm shall be of the sema­
phore type, shall be mounted on the left side of the bus, 
and shall be so designed as to be seen readily by motorists 
approaching the bus from either the front or the rear. The 
color of ithe stop signal arm shall be the same as the school 
bus with the letters "STOP" In 6-lnch black letters on both 
sides, m e  letters in the word "STOP" shall contain red re­
flector elements making the word visible at night when il­
luminated by legal headlights from a distance of approximate­
ly 200 feet. All signal devices used shall be approved by 
the Montana Highway Patrol.
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The front corner poets shall be so designed and 
placed as to afford minimum obstruction to the driver*s 
vision of the road. Ihe strength of all posts and the roof 
shall be sufficient to support the entire weight of the 
loaded vehicle If overturned.
1. All buses shall have Inside and outside rear 
view mirrors In sizes at least 4 inches by 5 inches for in­
side and 4 inches In diameter for outside.
2. On all buses having a capacity of eighteen or more 
passengers there shall be a non-glare interior rear view 
mirror large enough (at least 4 Inches by 15 Inches) to af­
ford a good view of the road to the rear# as well as of the 
pupils. It shall be rounded at corners and have protected 
edges. Such buses shall also have an exterior non-glare
rear view mirror provided to the left of the driver# vthlch 
mirror shall not be less than 50 square inches and shall be 
firmly supported and set to give the driver a clear vision 
toward the left rear of the bu#^.
âsâla
1. Thirteen Inches shall be the allowable average 
rump width In determining the seating capacity of the bus.
(See 9.)
2. All seats shall be securely fastened with bolts 
or rivets to that part or parts of the school bus which sup­
port them; no bus with a capacity of eighteen or more pas»
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sengers shall be equipped with Jump seats or portable seats.
3. In buses with a capacity of eighteen or more 
passengers, no seat on the right side of the bus shall be 
placed ahead of the forwardmost pupil seat on the left side 
of the bus.
4. Seat back centers on forward-faclng seats shall 
be within the range of from 24 to 27 Inches, Inclusive.
This 24 to 27 Inch seating also applies to distance between 
rearmost position of driver's seat and the first cross seat.
5. All seats shall be covered with suitable padding 
material.
6. The minimum distance between the steering wheel 
and the back rest of the driver's seat shall have a fore and 
aft adjustment of not less than 3 inches, and shall be 
strongly attached.
7. In buses with a capacity of 18 passengers or 
more there shall be Installed the following further safety 
devices:
a. Driver's Stanchion and Guard Rail: A verti­
cal stanchion shall be Installed to the 
right rear corner of the driver's seat In 
such a position as not to interfere with ad­
justment of driveras seat and not to obstruct 
the 12-lnch aisle. A guard rail so placed 
that It will not Interfere with adjustment 
fore and aft of driver's seat shall extend 
from vertical stanchion to the left hand wall
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behind the driver*» eeet approximately 3 0  
- inches above the floor* Stanchion and guard 
rail shall be a minimum of one inch outside 
diameter of metal tubing,
- b. K  stanchion shall be required at the rear of 
the entrance step^well from roof to floor* 
Placement shall not restrict passageway to 
less than 24 inches,
c. A safety bar shall be installed from the 
. stanchion to the wall at the height of ap­
proximately 30 inches to prevent children 
in front seat from being thrown into step- 
well in case of sudden stop,
. 8, On buses purchased after July 7, 1947, there 
shall be no longitudinal seats.
9. (Meeting of State Board of Education at Bo reman ̂ 
December 8-9* 1947, added the following)* . ,
•All passengers in a school bus mist be provided 
with at least 13 inches of seating space."’
M l à
All school buses in the State of Montana shall carry 
skid chains of proper sire and in a number determined by the 
Montana State Highway Patrol for the size of the vehicle. 
Steps
The following regulations shall apply to the con* 
Struct ion and design of bus steps at the service door in 
buses with a capacity of eighteen or more passengers:
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1. The riser of the upper step shall be not less 
than 13 Inches and not more than 15 Inches. When more 
than two steps are used, the upper two steps may have a 
riser of less than 13 inches, but these risers must be of 
equal sire.
2p The steps shall be enclosed to prevent the ac­
cumulation of ice and snow.
3. Steps shall not protrude beyond the side body
line.
4. A grab handle of not less than 10 inches in 
length shall be provided inside doorway and to the right 
upon entering, to assist pupils in getting on and off the 
bus.
Every vehicle used as a school bus shall be equipped 
with an interior adjustable sun visor not less than 5 by 13 
inches in sire.
Every vehicle used as a school bus shall have a tool 
compartment and carry such tools as may be necessary to make 
minor emergency repairs while the bus is enroute and must 
carry a shovel.
-Ventilation
The body of every bus with a capacity of 18 or more 
passengers shall be equipped with a suitable, controlled 
ventilating system of sufficient capacity to maintain the 
proper quantity of air under operating conditions without
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the opening of windows except in extremely waim weather.
No intake ventilators in the front bus corner below the top 
of the engine hood line shall be used. Statlc-t^e exhaust 
roof ventilators shall be installed in the low pressure area 
df the front roof panel.
1. All glass in windshield, windows and doors shall 
be of safety glass approved by tMderwrlters• laboratories. 
Inc.» and so mounted that pertitanent mark is visible, and 
such glass to be of sufficient quality to prevent distortion 
of view in any direction.
2. The windshield shall be slanted to prevent 
glare and large enough to permit the driver to see the road 
clearly.
3. On all buses with a capacity of eighteen or more 
passengers, all full side windows shall provide an unob­
structed emergency opening of at least 9 inches in height
by 22 inches in width obtained either by lowering the window 
or by knock-out type split saŝ i window. A guard vÆiich will 
definitely restrain pupils from extending their arms and 
heads out of the window and at the saiw time perislt the use 
of the window shall be protected with safety glass in such 
a manner as definitely to restrain pupils from extending 
their arms and heads out of the window and at the same time 
permit use of the emergency opening.
Mndshleld MlPSIA
There shall be two windshield wipers of vacuum or
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electric type in an efficient state of operation, on all 
vehicles used as school buses. On buses with a capacity of 
eighteen or more passengers, the wipers must be capable of 
manual operation in emergency.
No changes shall be made in the construction of any 
vehicle used for the transportation of school children, 
which are not approved by the State Board of Education, by 
and with the advice of the Supervisor of the Montana Highway 
Patrol and the State Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Hlstorvs En. September 8-9, 1947 {See ^Amendments'* following. )
30-805 Bus Specifications - AMEM^4ENTS
On motion duly made, seconded and carried, the fol­
lowing additions (underlined) to the Rules and Regulations 
for School Buses were approved, subject to approval of the 
Attorney General;
1. Subject Generator! The generator shall have a 
maximum output of not less than 25 amperes* It shall be 
voltage and current controlled and shall be capable of de­
livering 25 ancres from a speed of 20 miles per hour or 
more. Ü  recommended buses 
M  eouiDoed with heavy duty generators pigafela 2i 
2B& Ampere for each passenger of rat&d capasiil.
11 would ̂  desirable Is Sit & kWA
Sit carrying Pâ?M.aag£l iÈ
d S E S m » )
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2. Subject, £SSS£ &£ Grade Ability» Bus must be 
# 0 geared and powered as to be capable of surmounting a 3 
per cent grade at 20 miles per hour with full load on con­
tinuous pull. To meet the above specifications, the loaded 
gross weight of the bus shall not exceed 400 lbs. per cer­
tified net horsepower. term "certified net horsepower"
ibaJLl ÈS, S2ûll£iiêd l2 m a n  ±hat horsepower that delivered; 
12 s32Slll M 1 £ £  tote,9' gggPtflf^ lbs, losses &f potential 
BffiKSI Ü9fe l2 lb& 2i lb9 water Pumo. generator. Ml,
SU.ftPgy èM  9 l t o  29£SJBS2liei. term ii referred to as 
"iRESÜf M  2222. manufacturers, n  "E2l Horse-
£2aS£* bX 9 l t o  manufacturers, s&l 1& 921 clearly defined 
but can ̂  computed as roughly 85^ of the maximum horsepower*
3. Subject, Doors, sub-paragraph 1, "Service Door": 
Service door shall be of the folding type. If one leaf 
opens in and the other out, the front leaf shall open out­
ward. t o £ 2  currently la service jsM£b t o &  22lM SU "lâdâQ 
jype" door shall permitted l£ continue la gp^yatign JüDlli
zsltesd-
4. Subject, Doors, sub-paragraph 2, "Emergency 
Doors", section "a": Emergency door shall be located in
center of rear of bus, fxcept la those ll.aaall 1%2& 2gb29l 
buses with engines la 5ââ£» emergency dg.9£ 22X 62 ^292l2§ SB. 
left side of |>pf ahead gf fear wheels 6Ml 921 2h22É 9l Ü2Û 1  
htollf provided that seals g£2 plÊSM te 2926 Ibâl
te2$2 te j&a unobstructed passage a l  l2 â 2 l te  te£bS2 Hte2
uivino access this doer, which m 2 l  ̂ 2 l  lh2
»
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gpeclflW In section immediately below, there mav ̂
i m  .gMSh m  £â£à i M S  M. lbs lut* provided that
there li m  unçbgjgpgted jasgiags Jl 1 m l  1§ inches wid^ 
ing access to each door.
5. Subject# Lights and Signals. sub*paragraph 7, 
■Stop Signal Arm*: . . . . ... . .from a distance of approximate­
ly 200 feet, tû J&Wal S£B Stl ̂  ÎStllô ikia
description 1& authorized: Dimensions: M  lD£bSJI Ix ii
inches. Materials 3/32 of aa inch thick sheet steel.
JEinlsbs 5si zsilÊSlssâiêâ J8bsMjj29 ss .sâ^» sâlb lbs 
miâ •âI2£* paWsÉ gxss lb s isflsg isiizM  la  jA ils
letters M  î tast 1  Inches Mah. Ail signal devices used 
shall be approved by the Montana Highway Patrol.
6. Subject, Tools: Every vehicle used as a school 
bus shall have a tool compartment and carry such tools as 
may be necessary to make minor emergency repairs while bus 
is ajoute and must carry a shovel, la addition. pv^rY 
mus^ carry an ax which 1& securely fastened la I M  jfeslx# 
immediately 1& I M  Isll JSl lb& driv^rlf
History: En. April 12-13, 1948; Amds. 30-805, Sept. 8-9,
1947.
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CHAPTER 40-100 
ACADEMIC
Section
40-101 Higher Education Favored for Boys at Industrial School
40-102 Diplomas from the Training Schools* High Schools
40-103 Approval of TWo Years High School Work at Boys* Industrial School
40-101 Higher Education Favored for Boys at Industrial School
The Board voted that it go on record as being in 
favor of having the boys at the State Industrial School con­
tinue on with their education after graduation from high 
school.
History* En. July 11-12, 1949.
40-102 Diplomas from the Training Schools* High Schools
The board approved that the students in the various 
state training schools may authorize and request the State 
Superintendent of Schools to direct the issuance of diplomas 
to graduates from the training school high schools and the 
one at the House of the Ck>od Shepherd out of the home or 
domicile residence of the student. However, where it makes 
no particular difference to the students concerned, the 
director of the training school may use his ovm discretion 
as to where the diplomas are to be issued.
History I En. July 11-12, 1949; Amd. Sept. 23-24, 1949.
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40*103 Approval of ÏWo Years High School m>rk at Bovs*Industrial School
The Board approved that the freshman and sophomore 
work be permitted In the school program at the State Indus­
trial School at Miles City, beginning September, 1941.
Hi storyI En. July 14, 1941.
(The State Industrial School now has a four-year high school, but no ruling was found to authorize it.)
CHAPTER 40-200 
ADMISSIONS AND DISCHARGE
Section
40-201 Mental Hygiene Clinics to be Used by All Custodial Institutions » * • .
40*202 Admissions Procedure to the Montana State Training School at Boulder
40-203 No Admittance to School for Feeble-Minded 
at Boulder for Children Under Six
40-204 Hopelessly Crippled, Not ^4entally Deficient, Can Not Be Admitted to Feeble-Minded De­partment
40-205 Pregnant Girls or Girls with Baby in Arms Not Be Admitted to Montana School for Deaf, Blind, and Feeble-Minded, if Delinquent
40-206 Pregnant Feeble-Minded Girls or Mothers,But Not Baby, to be Admitted to School for 
Feeble-Minded
40-207 Mental and Physical Examinations for Commit­tees to Boys* Industrial School at Miles City
40-208 Rates for Indian Children at Boulder
40-209 Discharge from Miles City for Boys Entering 
Military Service
40-210 Age Limit for Children at School for Deaf 
and Blind
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^0-201 Mental Hygiene Clinics to be Used by All Custodial Institutions
The Board voted that the full facilities of the 
Mental Hygiene Clinics be used to the fullest extent by the 
custodial institutions and that a psychiatric examination be 
given each entrant and that a record be kept of this exam* 
ination.
, ■• • • ' . • . . . ■
^storv: En. April 10*11, 1950.
40*202 Admissions Procedure to the Montana State Training School at Boulder
The Following procedure for admissions to the Mon­
tana State Training School at Boulder was approved by the 
Board;
1. Applications must be accompanied by a copy of 
the findings of a recent psychometric examination done by 
the Mental Hygiene Clinic.
2. With assurance that the child will be accepted, 
the legal commitment papers are prepared and must precede 
or acco^any the child to the institution.
3. Within 24 hours prior to the arrival of the pa­
tient, a physical examination must be done by a competent 
l^ysician.
■History; En. July 10*11, 1950.
40*203 No Admittance to School for Feeble*Minded at Boulder 
for Children Under Six
The Board ruled that no children under six years of
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age be admitted into the Feeble-Minded Department at the 
Montana State School for the Deaf, Blind and Feeble-Minded 
at Boulder#
History; En. April 11, 1932.
(Has thla ruling been changed by the segregation of the De­partments?)
40-j^ Hopelessly Crippled, Not Mentally Deficient, Can Not be Admitted to Feeble-Minded Department
The Board ruled that a hopelessly crippled, not men­
tally deficient, child be not admitted to the Feeble-Minded 
Department of the State Training School.
Hi storyt En. April 11, 1932.
40-205 Pregnant Cirls or Girls with Baby in Arms Not BeAdmitted to the Montana School for Deaf, Blind and Feeble-Minded, If Delinquent .
The Board ruled that girls W%o are about to become 
mothers and are considered delinquent, or girls who already 
have a baby in arms, be not admitted to the Montana School 
for Deaf, Blind and Feeble-Minded.
History: En. April 11, 1932.
40-206 Preanant Feeble-Minded Girls or mthers. But Not Baby, to Be Admitted to School for Feeble-Minded
The Board ruled that the School for Feeble-Minded
be permitted to admit pregnant feeble-minded girls or mothers
but not their children.
History: En. April 11, 1932.
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40-207 Mental and Physical Examinations for Committees to Boys* Industrial School at Miles City
The Board ruled that the superintendent and/or act­
ing superintendent be instructed to have every boy coimaitted 
to Miles City examined with a view to determining his mental 
and physical health or condition; with a view to determining 
whether or not he should be committed to Miles City g and if 
the report differs from that of the District Judge* that he 
communicate immediately with the District Judge and report 
such to the Board of Education.
History: En. April 9-10, 1951.
40-208 Rates for Indian Children at Boulder
It was voted by the Board that Indian children be 
admitted to the institution at Boulder at a rate based on 
the per capita cost of operating the institution.
Historyt En* April 15, 1935.
40-209 Discharge from Miles City for Boys Entering miitary 
Service
The Board voted that all boys entering military ser­
vice from the State Industrial School at Miles City are to 
be discharged from custody of such Institution.
History: En. July 8, 1946.
40-210 Age Limit for Children at School for Deaf and Blind 
The Board ruled that deaf and blind children, when 
they reach the age of 21 years and have received the twelve
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yeaxs of Instruction allowed them by law, be not permitted
to remain longer at the State School for the Deaf and Blind.
Hiatorvt En* -April 15, 1935*
CHAPTER 40-^300 
FINANCIAL
SastiftR
40-301 Duties of State Accountant, State Board of Examinera and the State Purchasing Agent in 
Regard to Irregularities and Recommendations for Repairs and Building at the State In­stitutions
40-302 Authority to Execute Contracts on Behalf of Board of Education for the Custodial Insti­tutions
40-303 Financial Statements Not Required at Septem­ber Meeting of Board by School at Miles City, Vocational School at Helena, and the School at Great Falls for Deaf and Blind
40-304 Eoqaloyee and Salary Schedules at April Meet­ing of Board
40-305 Salary Adjustments by Board of Examiners
40-306 Adjusting Salaries to Get Proper Help by 
Board of Examiners
40-307 Authority to Adjust Salaries and Negotiate 
Contracts .
40-303 Board of Examiners Authorized to Adjust 
Salaries
40-309 Procedure for Salary Approval at Boys’ In­
dustrial School
40-301 Duties of State Accountant, State Board of Examiners
and the State Purchasing Agent in Regard tolarities and Recommendations for Repairs and Build­
ing at the State Institutions
The Board of Education approved the following reso-
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Xutionft concerning the institution* under its controls
Be it resolved, that the State Board of Examiners, 
the State Accountant and the State Purchasing Agent he re*
' - ' ' I . . -quested to make written reports to the State Board of Edu­
cation, of any violation of law, or of the orders of this 
Board and also of any irregularities in the administration 
of any institution under the control of this Board, which 
may come under their observation.
Be it further resolved, that the State Accountant 
be requested to furnish eleven copies of his last report on 
each institution as soon as it is made.
Be it resolved, that all requests for building re­
pairs for any institution under the control of this Board 
be accompanied by a written report upon the merits and ex­
pense of same from the State Purchasing Agent with his re­
commendations thereto.
*
Mstoryt En. Oct. 3, 1927.UOso listed as 20-511 under diversity)
40-302 Authority to Execute Contracts on Behalf of Board of Education for the Custodial Institutions
The Board voted that the Governor, as Chairman of
the Board of Education, and the Secretary of the Board of
Education were authorized to execute all contracts on behalf
of the Board of Education for the Custodial Institutions,
and the Board of Examiners was authorized to adjust salaries
and other matters that might arise in the interest of the
board.
History* En. Sept. 17-13, 1948.
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Financial Statements Not Required at Septenriber Meeting of Board by School at Miles City, Vocational School at Helena and the School at Great Falls for the Deaf and Blind
The Board voted that the previous action of this 
Board in requiring financial statements to be furnished to 
the Board at the September abating be suspended with refer* 
ence to the school at Miles City, the Vocational School and 
the School at Great Falls.
History; En. Sept. 12, 1933.
40*304 Employee and Salary Schedules at April Meeting of Board
the Board voted that all custodial institutions 
should hereafter present their employee lists with salary 
schedules at the April meeting of the Board.
Historvs En. April 10-11, 1950.
40-^5 Salary Adjustments by Board of Examiners
The Board voted that the State Board of Examiners 
was granted authority to make such increases in the salaries 
of those ençïloyed by and for the custodial institutions, 
wherein in the judgment of the Board of Examiners the in­
crease was warranted, and there were the necessary funds 
to make such Increases.
History; En. July 8, 19^.
(Does this amend 40-3027)
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±Qz3.Q§ Adjusting Salaries to Get Proper Help by Board of Examiners
The Board voted that the State Board of Examiners 
was authorized to adjust salaries at the custodial Institu­
tions where It was found necessary In order to obtain proper 
help.
Historvs En. Dec. 9-10. 1946,
►uld this be Incorporated with 40-302 and 40-305?)
40-307 Authority to Adjust Salaries and Negotiate Contracts 
The Board voted that the State Board of Examiners 
was authorized to adjust salaries at the custodial Institu­
tions and the President and the Secretary of the Board of 
Education were authorized to execute any new contracts.
Historvs En. April 12-13, 1948.
40-308 Board of Examiners Authorized to Adjust Salaries 
The Board voted that the Board of Examiners was 
authorized to adjust the salaries at all the eleemosynary 
Institutions.
Historvs En. July 26-27, 1948.vAppaiars to be repetitious over previous rulings. /
40-309 Procedure for Salary Approval at Boys* Industrial 
School
The Board voted that all employawnt and salaries be 
presented to the Executive Board for approval.
Historvs En. April 9-10, 1951.
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CHAPTER 40-400 
OPERATIONAL REGULATIONS
Section
40-401 Executive Board Meetings at Boys* Industrial School
40-402 Spiritual Guidance at Boys Industrial School
40-403 Use of Other State Agencies by Boys* Indus­trial School
40-404 Fire Drills at Boys* Industrial School
40-405 Fire Alarm System at Boys* Industrial School
40-406 Duties of Staff Messers Explained at Boys* Industrial School
40-407 Recreational Program at Boys* Industrial School
40-408 State Industrial School a Correctional and Not a Penal Institution
40-409 Elimination of Cells and Inhuman Weapons at Boys* Industrial School
40-410 Diet at Boys* Industrial School
40-401 Executive Board Meetings at Boys*Industrial School
The Board voted that the Executive Board of the
State Industrial School meet at least once a week*
History: En. April 9-10, 1951
40-402 Spiritual Guidance at Boys* Industrial School
The Board voted that spiritual guidance for all
faiths be made available at the State Industrial School*
History: En. April 9-10, 1951.
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Use of Other State Agencies by Boys* Industrial School
The Board voted that all facilities of the State, 
such as the State Board of Ffealth, the State Department of 
Welfare, the Montana Mental Hygiene Clinics, the State De­
partment of <Agrlculture and the Extension Services, and 
such other services as may be secured from the six units of 
the University or any other professional service, be utilized 
to the fulfillment of the Improvement of this institution 
(Boys* Industrial School).
Historvs En. April 9-10, 1951.(What about their use in the other institutions?)
40-4p4 Hire Drills at Boys* Industrial School
. The Board voted that fire drills be held at regular 
intervale to comply with the State School Law.
History8 En. April 9-10, 1951.
40-405 Fire Alarm System at Boys* Industrial School
The Board voted that the School be instructed im­
mediately to place an adequate alarm system in all
dormitories where boys sleep at night and that the doors be 
left unlocked ̂ n d  equipped witi7 adequate system of 
alarm ̂ o  t h a ^  if any door is opened by anyone inside, a 
general alarm is sounded.
t»Uhln*^h. loar^*»^spher* of it îï̂ ’covered*’*handled by local boards? It would seem that it is
by laws 69-1801 to 69-1910 in the G&ÉM  üL iSLûtâÛâ»
iki*>
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Duties of Staff Members Explained at Boys' Indus­trial School •
The Board voted that the boys be given a full ex­
planation of the duties of the various staff members of the 
school and Wiat regulations are expected or what regulations 
they are to be living under when they are first committed 
to the school.
History; En. April 9-10, 1951.
40-407 Recreational Program at Boys* Industrial School 
The Board voted that a well-rounded recreational 
program be developed whereby all of the boys may participate 
in recreational activities.
History; En. April 9-10, 1951.
40-40^ State Industrial School a Correctional and Not a 
Penal Institution
The Board voted that it is the intention of the 
State Board of Education that the State Industrial School 
be operated strictly as a correctional and not a penal in­
stitution and that all employees be so infornmd.
History; En. April 9-10, 1951.
40-409 Elimination of Cells and Inhuman Weapons at Boys* 
Industrial School
The Board voted to go on record at this time estab­
lishing a policy of immediately and permanently abolishing 
and destroying the use of cells at the State Industrial
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SchooX} and also abolishing, destroying and prohibiting the 
use of such Instruments designated as saps, beavertalls, 
and any other such dangerous and Inhuman «weapons Wilch use 
Is and has been contrary to the policy of the State Board 
of Education*
History: En. April 9-10, 1951.
40-410 Diet at Boys* Industrial School
The Board voted that a program be worked out by the 
State Board of Education with the Superintendent of the Boys* 
Industrial School to the end that the students receive a 
proper and well-balanced diet Including dally rations of 
butter and whole milk, fresh vegetables when in season, 
salads, etc.
History: En. April 9-10, 1951.
OiAPTER 40-500 
RECORDS AND REPORTS
Section
40-501 Case History and Class Schedule of Girlsat Girls Vocational School to State Super­
intendent *s Office
40-502 Case History of Children at Orphans Home to 
the State Board of Education
^  sa;.
The Board voted that a complete case history and 
class schedule of the inmates, and school work at the Vo-
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catlonal School for GlrXa be furnished the State Superin­
tendent of Public Instruction,
History? En. April 12, 1937.
Case History of Children at Orphans’ Home to the State Board of Education
A motion was made, seconded and carried asking for 
a complete case history of the children at the State Orphans* 
Home, for the State Board of Education files.
Histor;̂ ?̂ En. April 12, 1937.
CHAPTER 40-600 
STAFF A m  SALARIES
Section
40-601 Registered Nurse at Boys’ Industrial School
40-602 Tax Exes^tlons for Personnel on 24-Hour IXity
40-603 Increase in Salaries and Day Off Per #eek 
at Boulder
40-601 Registered Nurse at &)ys* Industrial School
The Board voted that a registered nurse be employed
at the State Industrial School as soon as possible*
History: En. April 9-10, 1951.
40-602 Tax Exen^tions for Personnel on 24-Hour Duty
The Board of Education agreed that all faculty mem­
bers living at the institution (State Orphans’ Home at Twin
Bridges) are on call 24 hours per day, and would thus not be
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subject to withholding tax for board, room and laundry re­
ceived at the institution Wiich is a part of their wages or 
salaries. The Board voted that those ei^loyees Wio are re­
quired to live at the institutions 24 hours per day and Wio 
are subject to call, are exempt from the withholding tax. 
This resolution was to be presented to the State Board of 
Examiners for future reference.
History; En. Dec. 18, 1944.
40-603 Increase in Salaries and Day Off Per Week at Boulder 
The Board voted that if it were found that there 
were sufficient funds In the budget of the f^ntana State 
Training School at Boulder to allow one day off each week 
for the employees and an increase in their salaries# that 
the State Board of Examiners should be authorised to act as 
specified in the motion that was passed.
History; En. April 24, 1944.
(Was this just for one year?)
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TITLE 50 
VOCATIONAL EIXCATION
CHAPTER
50*100 Financial 
50*200 Operational 
50-300 Staff
50*400 State Plan for Vocational Education Amendments
(THE STATE PLAN FOR VOCATIONS EDUCATIŒ4 SWIED BE REFSUIED 
TO AS THE MAIN SDWCE OF INFORMATION CONCERNING RULINGS ON V0CATIC»3AL EDUCATION.)
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CHAPTER 50-100 
FmM«:iAL
§g.£ll2û
50-101 Author!zàtlon to Sign Véteran-On-Tho-Job- Training Contracts
50-102 VA Contract for Training Under Public law 346, Plus Amendments
_50h-lQl Authorization to Sign Veteran-On-The-Job-Training Contracts
The Board voted that the president and the secretary 
of the State Board of Education were authorized to sign the 
necessary contracts for veteran on-the-job-training*
History: En* Sept* 16-17, 1946,
 ̂ «
50-102 VA Contract for Training Under Public law 346, Plus 
Amendments
The State Board for Vocational Education approved a 
new contract with the Veterans Administration Regional Office, 
Helena, Montana, for veterans applying for this training 
under Public law 346, with the following provisions added:
1. That the training cost to be paid by the Veterans 
Administration be $39,59 per student per calendar month,
2. That training costs are to be paid one month in
arrears,
3. In negotiating contracts, and in subsequent nego­
tiation for the renewal of such contracts, consideration 
will be given to any surpluses or deficits accumulated as a 
result of the payment of the agreed rates in excess or in
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deficiency of the amount apent on the program by the insti­
tution and the agreed rate for the succeeding contract pe­
riod will be adjusted accordingly.
4* That a contract for advance payment be made at
once.
Historvs En. ^ril 12-13, 1948.(This has probably since been changed.}
CHAPTER 50-200 
OPERATIONAL
Section
50-201 Montana State Plan for Training Out-of-School 
Rural and fk>n-Rural Persons for War Produc­tion
50-202 H.Y.A. and Helena Defense Schools Combined
50-203 Department of Vocational Agricultural Edu­cation Approved
50-204 Reciprocity Plan for Veteran-on-the-Farm Training with Neighboring States
(SEE STATE PLAN FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR COMPLETE 
INFORMATION.)
50-201 Montana State Plan for Training Out-of-School Rural 
and Non-Rural Persons for War Production
The Montana State Plan for Training Out-of-School
Rural and Non-Rural Persons for War Production, with any
amendments or changes that the federal office may suggest,
was approved by the Board of Education.
(See page 144, Minutes of the Board for Vocational Education.)
History* En. Sept. 14, 1942. 
tXsthis still in effect?)
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58=292 N.Y*A, and Helena Defense Schools Combined
The Board voted that in the Interest of economy and 
efficiency the H.Y.A* and Helena Defense Training Schools be 
combined and operated as one unit.
History: En. Sept. 14, 1942.
50-203 Department of Vocational Agricultural Education Approved
The Department of Vocational Agricultural Education 
of the Department of Vocational Education was approved by 
the Board as the training agency for offering Institutional 
On-Farm Training of less than college grade for veterans.
History; En. July 8, 1946.
50-204 Reciprocity Plan for Veteran-On-The-Farm Training 
With Neighboring States
The State Superintendent discussed the veteran-on- 
the-farm reciprocity plan that they were working out with 
states bordering Montana so that veterans could enroll in 
the one nearest their home. The Board voted to approve the 
reciprocity arrangement regarding the institutional on-farm 
training program.
Hlstorvi En. April 10-11, 1950.
CHAPTER 60-300 
STAFF
Section
■ ’ S S 'S 'iS m'Su» i.£ î/K ? S Î“ ■
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ÎFOR OTKÉR INFORMATK»! ON "STAFF», SEE THE STATE PLAN FCH VOCATIC^ÎAL EDUCATIF, )
Emergency Qualifications for Teachers Because of War Situation (World War II)
I. EiCRGENCY QUALIFICATIONS FCR TEACHERS BECAUSEOF WAR SITUATION
A. Regular All-day teachers;
For the Duration of the present emergency. 
State and Federal Vocational Agricultural 
Education funds may be used for the salaries 
of instructors who do not meet the present 
qualifications as set up in the State Plan 
for Montana Vocational Agricultural Teachers; 
that these teachers have practical farm ex­
perience; that they be well qualified as 
farm mechanics; have the ability to teach; 
and that they meet qualifications as set itp 
by the State Supervisor and are approved byli 
the State Supervisor and State Director of 
Vocational Education before being placed in 
in a teaching position.
B« Farm Shop Teachers
When the enrollment of students in Vocation­
al Agriculture in day schools is larger than 
the regularly ealloyed qualified teacher of 
Vocational Agriculture can efficiently handle, 
or there is a demand for teaching specific 
farm shop skills for which the teacher of
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Vocational Agriculture does not have suf­
ficient training, a trade aman or experienced 
mechanic skilled in those particular skills . 
may be en^loyed for the purpose by the month, 
the day or the hour, and paid out of federal 
funds for Instructors In Agricultural Educa- 
tion; provided such funds are properly 
matched on a state-wide basis. This to be 
in effect for the duration only. Such 
teachers to meet qualifications as set up 
by the State Supervisor and Director of Vo­
cational Education before being placed in 
teaching positions.
C. Special Teachers for Farm Labor Training:
For the duration of the present emergency, 
State and Federal Funds for Vocational Agri­
cultural Educationjmay be used for salaries 
of instructors and supervisors serving the 
needs of farm workers or persons preparing 
to become workers. Instructors are to meet 
qualifications as set up by the State Super­
visor of Vocational Agriculture and have his 
approval and that of the State Director of 
Vocational Education before being placed in 
a teaching position.
History: En. June 29, 1943. , , ^I Is this stlH in effect or should it be repealed? j
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CHAPTER 50-400 
STATE PLAN FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AMENDMENTS
50-401 Amendments to the State Plan for Vocational Education
(SEE STATE PLAN FOR VOCATimAL EDUCATION.)
50-401 Amendments to the State Plan for Vocational Educa­tion
The following amendments were approved by the Board 
of Educations
1. Section Xg page 3, B-3 was changed to reads 
*The State Director of Vocational Education and the State 
Supervisors and the Assistant State Supervisors In each of 
the service fields may be granted, upon action of the Board 
of Education, leave on salary of not more than three months 
every two years to do professional study.*
2. Section VU, page 78, 3-a was changed by deleting
^unlt trade courses** In the heading.
3. Page 49, 5-b-(l) was changed to reads "The In­
structor for a cooperative part-tlnw distributive class will
be the coordinator. •..etc. **
4. Section IV, page 49, 5-a(l) was changed by in­
serting «qualified under this State Plan.» after the word
«Individual.”
5* «and/or* was deleted and changed to read «and*
on page 16, b-(2)-(b) In the fourth line.
6. The third from the last line was changed to read
«without* in place of «within* in Section VI, page 30,
(*).
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7* Section I, page 16, B*(l)-(b) was changed by 
deleting the phrase "such courses as" and the list of 
courses, and inserting "at least one course in each of the 
following areas;
(1) Counselling
(2) Educational and Occupational Information
(3) Individual Analysis
(4) Organization and Administration of Guidance Courses
(5) Principles and Practices of Guidance and Vocational Education."
8. Section VI, page 81, 4-b was changed to read; 
"Coordinators shall have the same qualifications as those 
set up for evening, part-time or day trade teachers, except 
that a variety of occupational experience,... etc."
9, The second line of Section I, page 6, B-6, was 
changed from "four" to "five".
10. Page 4, B-5-A-{9) - new (8) changed to read; 
"ite may secure applications for qualified candidates for po­
sitions to be filled by the State Board for Vocational Edu­
cation and may make recosmendations for the es^loyment of 
such personnel to the Executive Officer."
11. Page 4, B-b-a-(6) - new (5) was changed to read; 
"He shall be responsible to the executive officer for the 
approval or disapproval of all contracts or claims against 
vocational education funds**
12. Section I, page 4, B-5-a(5) was deleted and the 
numbers of subsequent paragraphs changed accordingly.
Bn. Sept. 23-24, 1949.
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TITLE 60 
VOCATIONAL RBiABILITATim
CHAPTER
60-100 Amendment & to the State Plan for Vocational Re­habilitation
(SEE THE STATE PLAN POR VOCATIŒAL REHABILITATIC9I K B  THE COMPLETE RULINGS AS USED BY THIS SECTION OF THE DEPARTMENT 
OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTIF, )
*188-
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CHAPTER 60-100
A&1ENDJ04TS TO THE STATE PLAN FOR VOCATIONAL REHABILITATICW 
Sectloq
60*101 Vocational Rehabilitation Plan improved
60-102 Standards of Personnel Administration Amended
60-103 Standards for Physicians and Other Pro­fessional Personnel Providing Service In Physical Restoration
60-104 Four Co-operative Agreements with Other Agencies
60-105 Routine Amendments No Longer Need Board Approval Between Rehabilitation Director for the Blind and the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation
(SEE THE STATE PLAN FOR VOCATIONAL REHABILITATIC%i FOR OOI4PLETE DETAILS* )
60-101 Vocational Rehabilitation Plan Approved
The Board voted that the Vocational Rehabilitation 
Plan be approved with the amendments made by the Attorney 
General.
Hjetorv) En. Dec. 20, 1943. ^(where a plan such as the above is approved, should not the date of the plan be Included In the text of the ruling so that It will be possible to tell which revision is approved?)
60-102 Standards of Personnel Administration Amended
The Board approved the following changes in Section 
III, Standards of Personnel Administration, paragraph D, 
page 7*
"^polntments to the professional staff will be made 
for a six months * period of probation, and for an Indefinite
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pariod thereafter» subject to continued faithful and effi­
cient performance of duty. The State Board will neither 
direct nor permit staff members to engage in |K>litical 
activities for the purpose of electing or defeating any 
candidate for office. An employee of the Bureau will be 
subject to dismissal if he fails to abide by this rule.
The procedure for dismissal after the end of the probation­
ary period is by preferring charges» with due notice to the 
ens>loyee» followed by a hearing before the State Board, which 
smighs the evidence and determines Whether the charges are 
sW)Stantiated, making its decision as to dismissal accord­
ingly, and the decision of the State Board will be final.*
History: En. Dec. 20, 1943.
60-103 Standards for Physicians and Other ProfessionalPersonnel Providing Service in Physical Restoration
Standards for Physicians and Other Professional Per­
sonnel Providing Service in Physical Restoration, was taken 
up. The Board approved the amendment to these Standards 
upon the condition that the Director would present an amend­
ment to include permission to use osteopathic services at 
the next meeting of the Board.
History: En. Dec. 18, 1944.
60-104 Four Co-operative Agreements with Other Agencies
The State Director, Bureau of Vocational Rehabilita­
tion, Helena, Montana, presented four co-operative agreements
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which the Federal Department expects the Bureau of Voca­
tional Rehabilitation to enter into with various -State or­
ganizations» such as the Department of Public Welfare» the 
State Board of Health» the United States Employment Service* 
and the Slontana Farm Security .Administration. These four 
agreements carry into effect the relationships that have 
always existed between these organizations and the Bureau. 
The State Director assured the Governor that this would not 
cost the Public Welfare Board any additional money and that 
no new employees would be added to the staff. The Board 
ratified and approved the four agreements.
Historvs En. April 9, 1945.
60-105 Routine Amendments No Longer Need Board Approval Between Rehabilitation Director for the Blind and the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation
The Rehabilitation Director for the Blind» Depart­
ment of Public Welfare» appeared before the Board and re­
quested authority for his department to transmit directly 
to the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation all routine State 
Plan amendments* ratîier than appear before the Board of Edu­
cation for their approval» as has been the practice in past 
years. The Board voted and granted the request.
,historyg En. Dec. 13-14» 1943,
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APPENDIX B
SCHOOL LAWS OF £DNT/m, 1949 
(as amended by 1951 Supplement)
CHAPTER 79
THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION-«ITS COMPOSITION, POWERS
AND DUTIES
Section 8^. Ifen^ership*
831. Appointive members.832. Oaths.833. Officers.834. Quorum.835. ^etlngs.836. Powers and duties.841. General control of state institutions.842, Local executive boards*
850. Control of expenditures of state Institutions.855. Duties and powers of state board of education.858. Powers and duties of presidents.
830. Membership. The state board of education shall consist of eleven members of which number the governor, state superintendent of public Instruction, and attorney general shall be ex-offIclo meters.
s l l § *The governor shall appoint, by and with the advice and con­sent of the senate, the remaining eight (8) members of the board. Such appointments shall be made In the following manners The appointees shall be equally divided between the first and second congressional districts of the State of Montana and shall be so selected that not more than four(4) of such members are affiliated with the same political party or organization, l^on the expiration of the term of any present member of the board, appointment shall be made 
In such manner as to carry Into effect the foregoing pro­
visions of this act.
The term of office of the appointive meiNüers of the
-192-
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board shall be eight (8) years and until their successors are appointed and qualified. Any appointment to fill a va­cancy occurring before the expiration of the term of an in- cuod^ent shall be for the remainder of such term only. All 
appointments to fill vacancies shall be so made as to re­tain the then existing representation on the board as be­
tween congressional districts and political parties or or­ganizations.
This amendment shall not affect the term of office of any present appointive menA>er of the board» but all such members shall serve out their existing terms in the same way as though this act had not been passed.
All members hereafter appointed to said board shall be appointed for terms of eight (8) years, and said appoint­ments shall be so arranged that the term of office of one (1) member shall expire each year; provided, however, that 
in order to carry out this requirement, it shall be lawful upon the expiration of the term of office of existing mem­bers of the board to make appointments for shorter terms than eight (8) years, and provided, further, that all future appointments of mendaers of the board shall be subject to adjustment in length of term to conform to any change made by law in the nuo&>er of meodbera of the board. (As amended—  Chapter 101, laws of 1941).
832. Oaths. The persons so appointed as members of the state board of education shall, before entering upon the duties of their office, take and subscribe the constitu­tional oath of office prescribed for civil officers, which shall be filed in the office of the secretary of state.
833. Officers. The governor shall be president of said board and the superintendent of public instruction shall be the secretary thereof. The state treasurer shall be 
treasurer of the board.
834. Quorum. A majority of said board shall consti­
tute a quorum for the transaction of business.
Retinas. disa ADÉ sm&SLSlS.- Tbe board shall hold quarterly meetings at the state capital or at any other to%m or city in the state of Montana in or near which may be located any institutions under its jurisdiction, on the second Monday in April, July, SeptsBdoer and December in 
each year, and may hold special meetings at any time and 
place it may direct. The president and secretary of the 
board may also call special meetings of said board at any time and place, if in their judgment necessity requires it. The secretary of the board shall notify the menbers of all 
regular and special meetings. The mendoers of the board, other than ex-officio members, shall receive ten dollars
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($10.00) per day for each day In attendance on meetings of said board or in the performance of any duty or services as a»oibers of such board and necessary and actual expenses in­curred, provided, ho%*ever, that no one of such members shall receive more than five hundred dollars ($500.00) per diem in any one fiscal year. All expenses of the state board of education, including per diem and expenses of members and salary end expenses of the executive head of the Univer­sity of Montana incurred while transacting university busi­ness, shall be paid out of the appropriations made by the legislative asserdaly for said university. (As amended by Chapter 158, Laws of 1945).
f36. Powerq and duties. The state board of educa­tion shall have power and it shall be its duty*
1. To have general control and supervision of the Montana State University, Montana State College, Montana School of Mines, Montana State Normal College, Eastern Mon­tana State Normal School, and Northern Montana College, all being units of the university of Montana. It is the purpose of this act that the said six (6) units of our university system shall be considered for all purposes one university.
2. To adopt rules and regulations, not inconsistent with the constitution and the laws of this state, for its own government, and proper and necessary for the execution 
of the po%#ers and duties conferred upon it by law.
3. To provide, subject to the laws of the state, 
rules and regulations for the government of the affairs of the state educational institutions named in this section.
4. To prescribe standards of promotion to the high 
school department of all public schools of the state, and to 
accredit such high schools as maintain the standards of work prescribed by the board on all such matters of promo­tion and accrediting. The board shall act upon recoimaenda- tions given to it by the State Superintendent of Public In- struction.
5. ,To grant diplomas to the graduates of all state educational institutions, where diplomas are authorized or now granted, upon the recommendation of the faculties there­of, and may confer honorary degrees upon persons, other than graduates, upon the recommendation of the faculty of such institutions.
6. To adopt and use, in the authentication of its acts, an official seal,
7. Repealed— Chapter 131, Laws of 1923.
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8. To keep a record of Its proceedings.
9. To make an annual report on or before the first day of January in each year, which may be printed under the 
direction of the state board of examiners*
10. To appoint and commission exoerienced teachers as instructors in county institutes.
11* To have, when not otherwise provided by law, control of all books, records, buildings, grounds and other property of the institutions and colleges named in this sec­tion*
12. To receive from the state board of land commis­sioners, or other boards, or persons, or from the government of the United States, any and all funds, incomes, and other property to sAich any of said institutions may be entitled, and to use and appropriate the same for the specific purpose of the grant or donation, and none other; and to have general control of all receipts and disbursements of any of said in­stitutions.
13* To choose and appoint a president and faculty 
for each of the various state institutions named herein, and to fix their compensation. The board must appoint an execu­
tive head of the University of Montana and fix his term of 
office and salary, and shall prescribe generally his powers and duties* Such executive shall be ex-officio a member of 
the executive board of each of the state educational insti­
tutions, but shall not be or act as president of said board, and he may, in his discretion, attend each meeting of each of said executive boards and confer and cooperate with such boards, and perform such other and further duties as the state board of education may prescribe.
14. To confer upon the executive board of each of said institutions such authority relative to the immediate control and management, other than financial, and the selec­
tion of the faculty, teachers, and eaq>loyees, as may be deemed expedient, and may confer upon the president and fac­ulty such authority relative to the immediate control and management, other than financial, and the selection of teachers and employees, as may by said board be deemed for the best interest of said institutions* (As amended by 
Chapter 158, Laws of 1945).
841. General ffpnjrgl Thegeneral control and supervision of the Montana State Univer­sity, Montana State College, Montana School of Mines, Montana State Normal College, Eastern Montana State Normal School, and Itorthern Montana College, all being units of the Univer-
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®ity of Montana» the State Vocational School for Girls,State Orphans* Home, Montana State Industrial School, Mon- ^ n a  State Training School and Montana State School for the Deaf and Blind are vested in the State Board of Education.
{As amended by Chapter 158, Laws of 1945).
SâZ» executive boards— creation. maMsncg,ann nowere. There shall be an executive board, consisting of three i3) members, for each of said institutions named in the preceding section, two (2) of whom shall be appointed by the governor, by and with the advice and consent of the state board of education. The president of such institution and the executive head of the university of Montana shall be ex-officio «ambers of said board. At least two (2) of said members shall reside in the county where such institution is located. Said executive board shall have such immediate di­rection and control, other than financial, of the affairs of such institution as may be conferred on such board by the state board of education, subject always to the supervision and control of said state board; provided, this section shall not apply to the executive board for the State Voca­
tional School for Girls. (As amended by Chapter 158, Laws of 1945).
The State Board of Education pursuant to the terms of appro­
priations of the State Legislature or of Congress or of gifts of donors, shall determine the need for all expendi­
tures and control the purposes for which all funds of said institutions shall be spent. Subject to this control and to the provisions of the law dealing with the state purchas­ing agent, R. C. M. 1947, sections 82-1901 to 82-1923, the State Board of Examiners shall let all contracts, issue all bonds for any and all buildings or improvements, and shall audit all claims to be paid from all moneys, but said State Board of Examiners shall have authority to confer upon the executive boards of such institutions such power and author­ity in contracting current expenses, and in auditing, paying and reporting bills for salaries or other expenses incurred in connection with said institutions, as may be deemed by said State Board of Examiners to be to the best interest of 
said institutions,
8^ .  Duties a W  SL stâîs, fegaxsi qL  education.It shall be the duty of the state board of education, in the exercise of its discretion, in the government and control of said university of Montana and its component institutions, as conferred upon it by the constitution of the state, to take such steps and prescribe such rules as may be necessary to prevent unnecessary duplications of courses of instruc­tion in the various educational institutions composing the university of Montana; to investigate carefully the needs
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of each of said institutions with reference %o buildings* equipment* and instruction. It shall be the duty of each me^er of said beard to visit each of said educational in- etitutlons at least once each year* and at such other times as the board may deem necessary in order to acquaint him­self of the needs and management of said institutions, (As amended by Chapter 158* Laws of 1945).
in prescribed* in connection with their respective executive boards of the several institutions* as now prescribed by law, shall have the immediate direction, management* and control of their respective institutions* subject to the general supervision* direction and control of the state board of education* as now prescribed by law. The president of a 
unit of the university of Montana shall not act as the executive head of the university system. (As amended by Chapter 153* Laws of 1945)»
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